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INTRODUCTION 
 
“The problem of bottom billion is serious but it is fixable. It is much less daunting than the 
dramatic problems that were overcome in the twentieth century: disease, fascism, communism” 
                                                                        (Paul Collier, former Director of the World Bank)  
 
The above quote from the popular book Bottom Billion by a renowned economics professor Paul 
Collier maybe summarizes best the discourse that the recent Serbian documentary films I am going to 
introduce in this project intend to counter. That discourse describes the present global economic-
political situation as struggling but normalizes it through reminders about by far worse times that we 
successfully overcome.  
 An emerging group of young doucumentarians in Serbia, however, seems to have 
rediscovered the communist past of the country they were born in but almost never lived in – 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Figure 1, Appendix 1). Through exploring the Yugoslav 
past they have conceited a discourse that contests the Serbian local reproductions of the above 
quotation and imply that communism may not necessarily equal disease and fascism. The aim of this 
project is to embark on decoding that emerging discourse.  
The inspiration for this topic came up while I was programming the showcase of modern 
Serbian cinema for the Havana International Film Festival in December 2011. I had presumed that 
the smartest way to reacquaint the Cuban audiences with Serbian film culture after a twenty-year-
break was to screen the post-1991 film stories about life in Yugoslavia – the country they know much 
better. The four Serbian films from this project (although only Cinema Komunisto and The Weight 
of Chains were screened in Havana) happened to create a separate cluster because unlike other films 
- made to revise the history of Yugoslavia - they appear to evoke Yugoslavia to revise the Serbian 
present. In addition, they tend to address the international audiences. When Diego Sanchez, a 
political science professor at the Havana University approached me, saying that he would like to 
bring a copy of The Weight of Chains to Fidel Castro and ask the state television to broadcast this 
film, I decided to research in more details the seductiveness of these films, trying to put them in the 
context of world-wide known contestation films. The analysis I will conduct in this project in that 
regard will be multidisciplinary. It will borrow concepts from global political economy, sociology 
and film studies.  
In the past twenty years the socialist Yugoslavia has been inspiration and study subject of 
few wide-known anti-globalists (Noam Chomsky, 1997, 1999, 2000; Michael Chossudovsky, 1996; 
Harold Pinter, 1999, 2005; Peter Handke, 1996 are some of them). In the six successor Yugoslav 
states, the stories about life in Yugoslavia tend to be mostly neglected, demonized or ignored 
(Mitric&Solis , 2011 – Figure 2, Appendix 1).  
What may be intriguing about the post-WWII socialist Yugoslavia is that this war-devastated 
country managed to stay away from the Cold War division and establish the Non-Aligned Movement 
in 1961 together with many African, Asian and Latin American countries whereby it secured resource 
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reserves and a vast market for its products and labor force. At home the socialist government was 
strongly committed to poverty and illiteracy eradication, building of welfare state, rapid 
industrializations and ‘brotherhood and unity’ among the Yugoslav ethnic groups. The Yugoslav 
economic model that was based on socially-owned, self-managed and market-competitive companies 
was exported massively to the Third World and entered the mainstream economics textbooks in USA 
(Bockman, 2011, Jovic, 2010, Friedman, 1997).  
Economics and sociology professor Johanna Bockman is one of the very few scholars that 
today deal with the Yugoslav-type economy and the role of Yugoslavia in creating the Non-Aligned 
Movement. Some of the facts she acquired researching the archives throughout ex-Yugoslavia are 
that  
“between 1954 and 1967, about 2500 Yugoslav experts were sent to 32 developing countries.  2400 
citizens from 75 developing countries attended courses in Yugoslav government, paid by the Yugoslav 
government.  2,000 students attended Yugoslav courses for which they themselves or their governments paid.  
There were several thousands of experts sent abroad by Yugoslav companies, and there were also various 
forms of military systems, liberation movements around the world.  And this data is merely from the early 
period.  Things just get going in the 70's, and there's lots more assistance going on.  The idea was that there 
would be technical assistance, and there would also be attempts to have trade, beneficial trade amongst each 
other; it was this idea that if we cooperate together, we might actually be better off in the long run.” 
(Bockmann, 2009)  
The country was also part of the European labor market and its citizens could freely travel to 
any corner of the world. Therefore, If neoliberalization is result of a relatively longue duree process 
of many stages of embedded liberalism (Pack, Branner, Theodor, 2010:331) than the case of 
Yugoslavia may be considered as a creative temporary disruption of that process.  
To the young people who live in today’s successor Yugoslav states, some of which hit even 
60% of unemployment rate (Eurostat, 2011), the social and economic reality of the pre-1990s 
Yugoslavia, if they know that it had existed at all, appears impossible. The authors of the 
documentaries that are going to be analyzed in this project resurrect the notion of Yugoslavia in their 
films in order to try to explain to themselves, and then to the world, what that country actually was. 
Narratives they construct in their films are Yugo-nostalgic. Socialist Yugoslavia is a utopia-like place 
where people were happy and hard-working, and all problems were tolerable. The authors’ histories 
of Yugoslavia are at the same time a history of Serbia’s gloomy present, whereas the narration of the 
Serbian present in their films instills a new meaning into dry historical facts about Yugoslavia 
(Stojanovic, 2010).  
In line with that, these films can be classified as contestation or anti-/alter globalization 
cinema. However, the fact that the authors affirmatively recall a communist system as an endeavor to 
contest Serbia’s government that strives to integrate Serbia into mainstream global economic-political 
processes is not enough to create an international appeal of the films. Their contestation exclusivity 
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lies in their promise to take a spectator on a trip to a utopia-like historical period. That period is a 
piece of very recent history. In that period, the film authors were born and spent their childhoods, and 
their lived most of their lives in socialist Yugoslavia. Explaining Yugoslavia to themselves, they are 
explaining it to spectators as well. Their first-hand experience with their utopia makes their 
credibility excel. Unlike other films of the sort that search for a model society in far-away noble 
indigenous societies of East Timor or Chagos Islands, Serbian authors search for it in their own 
homes, neighborhoods and local archives.  
Before delving into a more elaborate analysis of the Serbian project documentaries, I will 
first introduce the following two notable alter-globalization films made in North America: The 
Corporation (CA) and The Yes Men Fix the World (USA) in order to define a general notion of 
what an alter-globalization film stands for today. In doing so, I will rest at Douglas Kellner’s book 
Cinema Wars (2010) in which he defines patterns of anti-/alter globalization documentaries through 
the analysis of critical discourse of documentaries by Michael Moore. I will describe their 
approaches, as well as ideology and activism these films encourage. The two films will thus stand as 
a referential framework within which I will then introduce a more detailed analysis of the Serbian 
films. The analysis would scrutinize the alter-globalization agency of the Serbian project films and 
measure its potential to be inspirational elsewhere (not only in Serbia).          
The analytical chapter will start with The Weight of Chains (2010) by Boris Malagurski 
from purely pragmatic reasons since it excels in utilization of structure and narration patterns 
established by its American counterparts. Malagurski’s film is in English. It is made during his 
studies in Vancouver. Many of the interlocutors in the film are USA and Canada based intellectuals. 
Aesthetics and narration is simply familiar to a global viewer. Therefore, he had a lot of advantages 
in shaping his discourse on Yugoslavia ‘in a global way’. Then the analysis will move to Cinema 
Komunisto (2010) by Mila Turajlic, an internationally acclaimed documentary that as well introduces 
a discourse on Yugoslavia, approaching the very topic from a different angle than Malagurski. Next, I 
will analyze the films The Old School of Capitalism (2009) by Zelimir Zilnik and From -18 To +30 
(2011) by Ivan Zlatic whose focus is primarily on privatizations and labor rights of workers in 
transitional Serbia, but still the discourse on Yugoslavia is very resonant in them.  
In line with the above formulated project subject, the following objectives are set. The 
general objective of this project is to try to encompass a referential framework for discussing the way 
in which today’s alter-globalization films coincide and communicate with the overall societal 
discourse.  
This general objective will be pursued through realization of two concrete objectives. The 
first one can be characterized as descriptive since it refers to a precise description of how a 
counter/critical discourse is transposed to film reality.  
The second concrete objective is explicative and it analyzes how the selected films are related 
to the very social context (i.e. various non-filmic tendencies within its circles) in which they 
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emerged, as well as to what extent they target the spectatorship and inspire its actions. Here I will try 
to explicate why covert or overt discourse about Yugoslavia, as well as the authors’ investigation of 
the Yugoslav past and present, made that some of the Serbian films acquire potential to acquire 
global reputation and relevance.  
Consequently, connection between the two objectives will be established. Namely, the filmic 
image and the discourse it (re)produces, as well as the role that the films play in a society through 
targeting and inspiring its spectatorship will be scrutinized. In a word, the films will not be treated as 
isolated entities. The social factors that influenced their discourse and mission will also be examined.   
As an author of this project I wish to stress that while talking about re-discovering 
Yugoslavia, I allude only to a specific discourse recently utilized by the said filmmakers. I do not 
intend to state that Yugoslavia-related topics are non-existent in both Western and post Yugoslav 
academia. To the contrary, it is a very vibrant field. Yugoslavia has been extensively discussed in the 
context of the civil wars that shook the country during 1990s (Glenny, 1996; Malcolm, 2002; Ramet 
2010; Gordy, 2001). Myriad works have been written so far about Serbian nationalistic discourses of 
1980s and 1990s and how they influenced local national cinemas (Iordanova, 2008; Levi, 2007; 
Goulding, 2003). Numerous books also have been published on the Yugoslav subversive ‘black 
wave’ cinema (Goulding, 1994; Tirnanic, 2010; DeCuir, 2011).   
The accounts of Yugoslavia in the mentioned books - that make a rudimentary reading list for 
anybody interested in the Balkans - as well as the image from mainstream world media, create 
impression that Yugoslavia has been rather a dystopia or anti-utopia. The 1990s civil war and its 
legacy are the most genuine explanation for such a view.  
 However, another contestation trait of the discourse on Yugoslavia in the documentaries of 
this project lies in their attempt to challenge some core sections of the international discourse on 
Yugoslavia and its dissolution. The Yugophile discourse emerged due to accumulation of knowledge 
gathered from the material and sources that cannot be found in the bibliography sections of the 
abovementioned mainstream literature on Yugoslavia. Mila Turajlic is the first researcher who 
accessed Marshall Tito’s personal archives. Boris Malagurski allegedly discloses some top-secret 
documents of Reagan administration. Ivan Zlatic and Zelimir Zilnik simply spent months with 
privatization-stricken workers fishing for an authentic material for their films. The underlying 
message of their films is that the present reality should not be taken for granted in its totality. They 
revolutionize the mainstream discourse on Yugoslavia by using it as a call for thoughtfulness and 
mobility, instead of a convenient cause and justification of current problems.   
The major contribution of this project therefore rests at identification of such an 
interpretation of Yugoslavia and an attempt to imbed it in a broader contestation discourse. In 
addition, this work will discuss the role that an ever-increasing number of alter-globalization 
documentaries in the world play in general today. The main difficulty that I encountered in collecting 
material for the work on this project is, however, the scarcity of related scholarly literature on alter-
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globalization films. The project will attempt to eliminate that gap through interviews with the authors 
as well as through a careful reading of the films’ content.  
The aforementioned film titles will be hereinafter referred to as project films, and their 
makers as authors. SFRY stands for Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.  
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
Film As an Ideological Battleground     
Since its earliest beginnings film has played a certain role in shaping, changing or maintaining the 
social reality. Henceforth, the potency of film has often been misused by the economic and political 
elites in power as a tool for manipulation and propagating the desirable concepts and ideas. The 
visual richness of film frames and talented editing can easily make spectators justify or identify and 
sympathize with what they see on screen. 
Any discussion about the link between ideology and film starts from Lenin’s famous dictum 
about film as the most important art. It delineates in the clearest manner ideological potential of the 
film medium. However, although Lenin had in mind the utilization of the film medium from above 
downward, my intention in this project is to interpret this dictum in the opposite direction. I assume 
that film is not only the means of imposing the hegemonic political visions but also a war instrument 
against them.  
 The British theorist Terry Eagleton connects ideology with narrative and fiction and claims 
that such a connection is established through the emotional plane since “the cognitive structure of an 
ideological discourse is subordinated to its emotional structure” (Eagleton 1979:64). Accordingly, 
Eaglton claims that the biggest similarity with ideology can be found in the literary fiction. The 
literary texts, just as ideology, often include cognitive assumptions; however such assumptions are 
not there to inform us about reality (Eagleton, 1979: 65), but to offer us a reality backed by the 
interests of the centers of power.  
 Such emotional allure of the film ideology, according to the formulation of Ien Ang (Ang, 
2008) can significantly naturalize various ideological discourses and thus establish them as the 
essence or a major segment of reality.  
Douglas Kellner uses the syntagm film ideology whereby he explains how an ideology is 
transferred through images, characters, scenes, generic codes and narration in general, as well as 
through classical cinematographic techniques as different camera angles, specific lighting, zooming, 
totals, slow motion, music themes. (Kelner, 2004: 117). Kellner’s concept of film ideology primarily 
emphasizes the instrumental aspect of the film medium, which classifies film as a means for 
propagating certain ideology or political massages. (Kellner 2010) The aim of this project is to extend 
such a relatively narrow understanding of film and ideology. The idea here is to present the films 
whose discourse in fact counters a dominant ideology that is inclined to use film for its promotion. 
In doing so, I will also to some extent rely on the book of another film theorist Richard 
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Rushton who provides a rather revolutionary concept of film reality, claiming that film is not merely 
a representational art, passively holding a mirror to our reality, but is in fact a reality in and of itself 
(Rushton: 2010). Films form the realities, possibilities and events that have not had existence 
previous to the screen. Thus, the films can structure our reality; influence our thought processes and 
how we filter the world (Rushton, 2010).  
Therefore, the analytical section of this project will try to place the project films somewhere 
between the two said concepts. The analysis will try to show that in a way the project films reflect 
some societal discourses or ideologies, but they also to some extent create their own independent 
reality and operate on their own.  
My inspiration to investigate the role of today’s documentary films also comes from the 
history of film practices of socially-engaged cineastes. The 20th century saw periods when some 
documentaries were banned, shelved, or even destroyed. 1 This also goes in line with the theoretical 
concept of John Fiske who assumed that the media texts are a continuous symbolical battlefield 
between conflicted ideology groups (Fiske 2001). Thus, film will be treated here as a symbolical 
means of an ideological struggle.  
My perspective over the internal processes within film culture also rests on the works of the 
authors as Antonio Gramsci, Frederic Jameson and Stuart Hall. Gramsci’s contribution lies in his 
concept of hegemony that, in the broadest sense, refers to ways in which a domination of a social 
group is legitimized through culture (Gramsci, 2008). According to Gramsci, the main role in that 
process is played by intellectuals, so we can say that hegemony in a sense presents “a form of cultural 
control’ (Alexander, 2007:80) implemented by groups around which the political and economic 
power is concentrated. Resting on Gramsci’s concept of hegemony we can also add film to the corpus 
of instruments for articulating and maintaining an ideology. Victoria Alexander thus mentions films, 
TV dramas, and sitcoms that are backed by the interests of the elites (Aleksander, 2007: 82).   
Stuart Hall also relies on Gramsci’s observations regarding popular cultures (within which I 
placed the project films) since he focuses on the “relation between culture and issues of hegemony” 
(Hall, 2008: 324). Hall in a certain way complements Gramsci’s concept of hegemony since he 
attempted at finding a way in which hegemony can be overcome. The discourse of the films I am 
going to analyze in this project also tries to counter the imposed cultural hegemony in the same way. 
Hall perceives the popular culture as a field where dominant groups are trying to establish a control, 
whereas the subordinated groups tend to resist such a control through rituals and practices. 
Domination and resistance can be expressed through various cultural forms and film is a legitimate 
                                                 
1 Danis Arcand, a famous Canadian documentarist, was fascinated and repelled by the exploitation of textile workers 
and his first feature-length documentary, On Est au Coton (1970), explored the matter in such an explosive manner that 
it was ultimately banned in Canada. http://www.answers.com/topic/denys-arcand#ixzz1qVpR4unr   
Likewise, Frederick Wiseman’s ‘infamous’ documentary Titicut Follies (1967) that he made at a state mental 
institution at Massachusetts where prisoners were kept naked and abused was completely banned. Almost immediately 
as it appeared, there was an injuction and then a trial. http://www.vice.com/read/doc-v14n9  
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one. In this context, Douglas Kellner in his book Cinema Wars (2010) mentions a number of 
documentaries that confront ‘hegemonic political positions in the American society since 2000’. In 
the analytical section of the project I will try to place the project films into Kellner’s paradigm of 
counter-hegemonic films.  
Political Economy of Film (Institutionalist vs. Marxist Approach)  
Institutionalist political economists tend to focus more upon patterns of partnering and competition 
between and within media institutions. They have critiqued the methods by which competition is both 
created and prevented, the relations between incumbent and insurgent media entities, and questions of 
access and equity (Golding and Murdock, 1997; Gomery, 1993, 1997; Mansell, 2004).  
 Although this project to some extent rely on the political economy of the project films (their 
production, distribution, exhibition and participation at film festivals), and an institutionalist 
approach can serve well in viewing the areas of conflict and transformation between and within the 
industries as key sites by which industry can be analyzed, that will not be the main approach in the 
project films analysis.  
 This project deals with the analysis of the project films’ discourse that relies on (post) 
Marxist political economists and sociologists who generally train their critique upon failures of 
capitalism itself and the main approach thus will be (neo)Marxist. Thus the philosophy of this project, 
regarding both the discourse analysis of the films and the analysis of film political economy will be 
based on the premises of those scholars investigating how the media industries have addressed 
concentration of ownership, the hegemony within global media flows, labor relations and 
exploitation, and the production of ideology (McChesney, 2008; Baker, 2007; Goodwin and Doyle, 
2006; Bagdikian, 2004; Kellner, 1990; Pendakur, 1990). These studies and others raise important 
questions about the effects capitalism as a practice has upon the cultural sphere.  
 On the other hand, one of the aims of this project is to problematize the term industry in the 
contexts of general commodification and marketization of film. There again Marxist approach comes 
up as most effective in both description and explanation of the whole issue.  
With the abating of the Keynesian market-restraining economic principles and the advent of 
free-market new-liberalism (Ravenhill, 2009), coupled with skyrocketing development of modern 
digital video technologies, a new era for documentary filmmaking ensued.  
Namely, the new dominant new-liberalization discourse, as Ravenhill calles it, was finally 
articulated and institutionalized in the early 1990s along with the regulatory transformation of our 
time (Brenner, Peck, Theodor, 2010). New neoliberalization processes have extended and entranched 
across the world economy. ‘All prevalent uses of the notion of neoliberalism involve references to the 
tendential extension of market based competition and commodification processes into previously 
insulated realms of political economic life. The evolving scholarly and practical-political uses of the 
term neoliberalism would thus appear to provide an initial evidentiary basis for the proposition that 
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processes of marketization and commodification have indeed been extended, accelerated and 
intensified in recent decades, roughly since the global recession of the mid 1970s (Ibid).  The 
political and economic upheavals herald that emergence of a global economic discourse has never 
been closer.  
What happens with documentary film, and film in general, in such a new economic and 
political context? The answer that the majority of film scholars give seems unanimous - 
commodification and marketization of the entire film production (Kernell, 2010; Dragojevic, 2010). 
Such a trend was promoted and gradually institutionalized through a number of laws and regulations 
within the national legislations throughout the world.  
Being both expensive and complex intellectual activity, filmmaking has always been marked 
by the commercial-auteur, that is, economic- artistic dichotomy. Nonetheless, after WWII - with the 
domination of market-restraining Keynesian progressive constitutionalism (Peck, 2010) and 
dissolution of Fordism (Kornbluh, 2005) - the majority of European and world national cinemas were 
more autonomous. They were essentially built on the prevalence of the auteur-artistic, that is, critical-
engaged aspect of their national cinema. In addition, films were made in line with the ‘nation 
building argument’ (Jarvie, 2000).   
On the other hand, when we today listen or read in mainstream media about a national 
cinematography or film as a global phenomenon, or if we consult cinema-related legislation, we 
necessarily identify film as part of the collective symbol designated as cultural industry or creative 
industry. 2In other words, once a common syntagm film culture has been replaced by the syntagm film 
industry.  
The very term creative industry was inaugurated by the British government in one of its 
strategic documents about culture in 1998, and then was replicated in the tens of documents, 
resolutions and recommendations of various world and European forums from UNESCO to European 
Parliament and Council of Europe (Dragojevic, 2011:101). The term industry itself implies that 
commercial aspect of film became accentuated.  
It is true that state subsidies for audio-visual sector still exist in many countries. In some 
countries, they are even impressive in amount. 3 However, if we compare the reports by decision-
making boards from the 70s or 80s about the films that should be allocated the state funding with 
today’s reports by the same-purpose boards, what can we see? The once prevailing role of consultants 
who were assessing the artistic potential of projects is today assigned to producers who are primarily 
                                                 
2 See, for instance, the co-production treaties of European countries signed in the past ten years or annual reports of the 
European Audiovisual Observatory and MEDIA Desks (institutions within the Council of Europe and European 
Commission, respectively)  
3 For example, state subsidy to the Danish Film Institute in 2010 amounted to 65 million Euros. EURIMGES, 
supranational Council of Europe’s fund for promotion of European cinema can support a film with as much as 750,000 
Euros 
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estimating the commercial potential of movies of all genres and forms. 4 
Furthermore, the accentuated economic viability and commercial potential of a movie should 
not be understood only in its rudimentary meaning. Being profitable does not imply solely high box 
office admissions achieved through the mass production of romantic comedies or action movies. 
Profit is also measured through reproduction of symbolical power. Officially supported auteur films 
are expected to cover a selected set of favorable global or local events that will, in a yet another way, 
through films, enter an overall societal or global discourse. Or a selected set of unfavorable events 
that will be interpreted in a favorable way, whereby they enter the official political-economic 
discourse harmlessly, reproducing what Pierre Bourdieu called symbolical capital of the dominant 
discourse that tries to present the existing world as the best possible system (Milovic, 2010).    
This project will thus examine to what extent the project documentaries fit into such a 
‘neoliberalization paradigm of the political economy of film industry’. The analysis will be based on 
scrutinizing the political economy of the films themselves. During the interviews, the film authors 
were asked about how they secured the budget for their movies, and how their films made their way 
to the local and international film festivals as well as what motives they had to make their movies.  
 Independent film  
The notion of an independent film and the extent to which a film today can be independent is 
also important for this project. Most critical academic discussions of U.S. independent film begin by 
addressing the problematic descriptor: ‘independent.’ Berra (2008), King (2009), Neve (2002) and 
Holm (2008) track the modern usage within the U.S. to the late 1970s as a signifier of contrariness to 
Hollywood, either in funding, aesthetic, or spirit. Balio (1985) acknowledges a longer history of 
independent production since the establishment of the Motion Picture Patents Company, but argues 
that the term gained significance by Hollywood’s oligopoly control of the industry in the 1930s. 
Merritt (2000) looks even further back in history to the non-studio film production and distribution 
present since the birth of cinema. Thomson, a more mainstream film historian, helpfully offers, 
‘Sooner or later, ‘independence’ leads to the question of ownership, and that is fundamental’ (2004: 
365). Following Balio, Merritt, and Thomson’s question of ownership, this study uses ‘independent’ 
to signify financial independence from the incumbent studios (today, the Hollywood studios and their 
subsidiaries), that is, in case of European films, independence from the national or supranational 
funds controlled by political elites. Additionally, ‘independent’ is most helpful as an adjective in 
describing processes (i.e., production, distribution) rather than things (i.e., films). By this definition, a 
film that was produced independently of the studios and film funds, would inherently lose its 
‘independence’ as soon as it is picked up for distribution. 
Independents represent an industry that runs not so much against the mainstream but parallel 
                                                 
4 The impression that I got after reviewing a number of reports at Serbian Film Center, Polish Film Archives and 
Danish Film Institute.  
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to mainstream. In other words, there are two legitimate film industries, mainstream and independent 
(Wasko, 2005: 78; Levy, 1996). It is appropriate to conceive of the independent film industry/ies as 
operating alongside (rather than ‘against’) mainstream. The notion of more than one ‘legitimate film 
industry’ is also apt as Hollywood does not represent the entirety of U.S. film industry. It is a 
mistake, however, to so completely differentiate between the U.S.’s mainstream and alternative 
cinemas’ ‘own organizational structure[s]’ and ‘core audience[s].’ Here the model of mainstream and 
independent film industries running ‘parallel’ to each other fails because—through the competition 
for and sharing of practices, resources, labor, audience development, and capital—the production and 
distribution of mainstream and alternative cinema intersect, overlap, and converge in countless ways. 
Garnham (1994) identifies three sectors of independent film in the United States: 1) 
Hollywood-financed subsidiary production, 2) independent production that is acquired by the 
Hollywood studios for distribution after completion, and 3) independent production for specialized 
markets that do not compete with Hollywood within the exhibition sector (for which he offers as 
examples ‘nature films and soft porn’). Garnham’s concept can also be applied to the European film 
production where Hollywood studios and subsidies again may be replaced by European subsidized 
film support funds. However, Garnham fails to locate the significant number of films currently 
produced each year both in the U.S. and Europe: films that must compete with the Hollywood and 
European mainstream within the exhibition sectors, but are produced and sometimes distributed 
entirely independently of the said studios and subsidized funds. Examples of this group include some 
of the project films that represent a sample of a large corpus of films (both documentaries and 
features) from those that are extremely successful to those that fail to find exhibition within or 
beyond the festival circuit each year.  
Since it is rare that critical academia addresses the structures and institutions of the 
independent film, researching primarily the mainstream film production, this project intends to 
contribute to the field by reminding about the independent authors and films.  
Discourse theory   
Link defines discourse as ‘an institutionalized way of talking that regulates and reinforces action and 
thereby exerts power (Link, 1983: 60, authors’ own translation in Wodak & Mayer). This definition 
can be illustrated by the image of discourse as flow of knowledge throughout time. Foucault 
maintained that all scientific, intellectual and political actions may be identified as discourse 
(Foucault, 1990). Different discourses are intimately entangled with each other and together form the 
giant milling mass of overall societal discourse. This milling mass of discourse is growing constantly 
and exuberantly (Wodak & Meyer, 2001: 35). Two types of discourses will be introduced in this 
project. The first one, as described above, is the dominant, institutionalized or regulatory (Peck, 
2010) discourse that exerts and exercises power through series of overt and covert mechanisms. From 
a Foucauldian point of view, in this process, it is not the subject who makes the discourse, but the 
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discourses that make the subject. The subject is of interest not as an actor but as a product of 
discourses (Ibid.). The second type of discourses will be a counter-discourse whose purpose is to 
examine, criticize, or subvert the dominant one.  
The accent in this project will primarily be the discourse on Yugoslavia that the Serbian 
project films encompass. The analysis will show that it is regarded as a single discourse in a sense 
that its function is to confront the privatization policies of the Serbian government. It does so by 
evoking the ‘glorious past of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia’. However, regarding the 
background and the philosophy of the project films, as well as the authors’ attitude towards 
neoliberalization of the ex-Yugoslav space and the role of the international community in 
disintegration of Yugoslavia, the film argumentations are pretty much divergent and deserve to be 
analyzed separately and in details. The first point of distinction is whether a particular film’s 
discourse on Yugoslavia classifies film as an anti-globalization or alter-globalization film and 
whether a project film through its discourse calls for reforming or radical rejecting of the overall 
societal discourse in Serbia that encompasses all features of the predominant global economic 
system.  
Talking about alter-/anti globalization dichotomy, here it is again important to come back to 
Gramsci and recall his concept of wars of movement, wars of position and transformismo.  According 
to Pinsky, these movements tend to create a counter hegemony that would by different strategies 
challenge the neo-liberal concepts of free trade and There is No Alternative global economic-political 
policies (Pinsky, 2010:3). The said concepts will help in mapping the philosophy of discourses of the 
Serbian project films.  
In introducing the Serbian social-political context in the period of transition towards liberal 
capitalism, it is essential to define discourse of normalization as the dominant societal discourse. It is 
based on the sociological concept of normalization. As Foucault used the term, normalization 
involved the construction of an idealized norm of conduct. New ideas come to be seen as ‘normal’ 
and become taken for granted as ‘natural’ in everyday life (Foucault, 1990; Adams: 2004). The 
Serbian governments and political and economic elites in the past ten years encouraged general social 
processes by which new ways of thinking, working and organizing became routinely incorporated in 
every-day life. The dominant normalization discourse either ignores or demonizes the Yugoslav past 
and its legacy in Serbia. Normalization discourse mostly includes words like dictatorship, demagogy, 
nationalization, Communism when it refers to socialist Yugoslavia (Lazanski, 2012). The Serbian 
project films recall the Yugoslav time, explicitly or implicitly, with the intention to criticize the 
normalization discourse and deconstruct the patterns according to which it is being structured.   
Accordingly, in the analysis of project films, it is important to bear in mind the critical 
theory. Just as the most rudimentary definition of critical theories says, the authors through their 
counter discourses want to produce and convey critical knowledge that enables human beings to 
emancipate themselves from forms of domination through self-reflection. Critical theories seek not 
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only to describe and explain, but also to root out a particular kind of delusion. They seek to create 
awareness in agents of their own needs and interests (Wodak & Meyer: 2001). 
Concepts of symbolic violence and habitus by Pierre Bourdieu  
 
Another concept that will be used in this project to define the discourse of the project films is 
Bourdieu’s concepts of symbolic violence and symbolic capital that relate to imposing the ruling 
class’ culture to the subordinated groups, and especially to the process in which such subordinated 
groups are compelled to recognize the ruling culture as the legitimate, and discard their own as 
illegitimate (Berk, 2003: 93). Therefore, symbolic violence functions according to the principle of 
loss of the power of recognition, and is closely related to term of symbolil capital (Milovic, 2006).  
In compliance with this definition, some documentaries will epitomize the notion of 
‘symbolic violence government’, which means every government that knows how to impose a 
meaning as legitimate whereby a real power is synergized with a symbolical force.  
Another concept by Pierre Bourdieu that will be recalled in the discourse analysis of the films 
is the notion of habitus as a system of generative schemes that enable the production of thoughts, 
sensations and actions that are inherent or given in the conditions that produce them – but only them 
(Bourdieu, 1992:53). 
Operationalization of Theoretical Concepts  
 
“We share a long and great history with these countries. They have a proud cultural heritage and 
have made major contributions to our own cultural development – including in art, film, sport – but 
also, business, science and technology”  
                                                          Peter Hain, UK Minister of Europe (2002) [quoted in Dakovic,  2006] 
 
This is the statement that UK Minister of Europe gave in relation to determination of former 
Yugoslav republics (including Serbia) to join EU and undergo all necessary political and economic 
transformations. Only a year and a half before this affirmative statement Serbia had been keen to 
distance itself from the EU and suffered an EU-endorsed NATO bombing campaign in spring of 
1999. However, after the elections in 2000, when the then notorious president of the Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia Slobodan Milosevic was defeated by Democratic Opposition of Serbia and soon 
extradited to the Hague Tribunal for war crimes in former Yugoslavia, Serbia formed the new 
government, inviting economic experts of Serbian origin from all over the world to take part in it. 
What ensued was an instant fraught transition from the politics of nationalism and economy that was 
still based on the state-run companies and self-management, inherited from former Yugoslavia, to 
neoliberal market economy.  
 Under the officially proclaimed policy of Europeanization, privatizations of all state 
companies (iron mills, car industry, telecommunications sector and petrol industry, among them) 
were fostered. State banks were liquidated. Universities and pension system went through a thorough 
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reform. Tax Id. Numbers and VAT were introduced. The welfare state that included free education 
and health care was removed.  
The strong points of this process were that Serbia was re-admitted to the UN, international 
economic sanctions were lifted after almost a decade, Parisian Club wrote off the old debt that Serbia 
had, enormous donations from Western countries, primarily EU, ensued, war criminals started being 
prosecuted and harmonization with European Union acquis communitarie (EU legislation) was 
initiated together with the reform of judicial system. Serbia also was allowed to take loans from 
World Bank and IMF.  
All these actions were accompanied by an immense enthusiasm of Serbian citizens who 
craved for an economic recovery after almost a decade of living in war-like ambience and total 
isolation from all global and economic trends of the time. However, after thousands of them, due to 
privatizations, lost their jobs and shares they were entitled to in their companies, an enormous 
disillusion followed.  
The most drastic response on the part of disappointed masses of jobless workers was their 
massive turning towards the nationalistic, conservative, euro-skeptical political parties that in 
consoling the masses with elusive both anti-European and anti-communist alternatives saw a chance 
for their advent. Their programmes were based on traditionalization and patriarchalization of society 
(Dragovic-Soso, 2007). All four Serbian project documentaries introduce (to various extent, though) 
among their interlocutors the representatives of those disillusioned masses even though their political 
orientation is not often obvious for an outside viewer.  
As response to the re-birth of nationalisms, the pro-Western ruling elite rushed to impose a 
so-called ‘normalization discourse’ (Dakovic, 2006; Pavicic, 2010) that was supposed to create a 
reality in which all people, regardless of their living standard, would believe that the economic course 
the government is pursuing is ‘long and tough but the only possible one’. Jurica Pavicic described 
normalization as a blurry and seductive term that refers to the process of political and economic 
reforms that all post-Yugoslav countries have entered (Pavicic, 2010). He maintains that in post-
Yugoslav countries this process of normalization had an obvious, undisputed and almost 
eschatological goal, that of joining the European Union. One side-effect of this eschatological goal is 
supposed to be an evolution into a fully functional democracy and liberal market economy with their 
set of values and practices’ (Ibid).  
All these economic, social and ideological changes after the year 2000 influenced also film 
culture. In the period in which all post-Yugoslav societies tried to prove and demonstrate ‘normality’ 
and reach the status of ‘normal’ (i.e. European memebership, or at least candidacy for membership), 
instead of being ‘different’, the rhetorical strategy typical of the ‘cinema of self-Balkanization’ 
(Jameson, 2004: 235, Longinovic, 2005:45, Samardzija, 2007: 57), had suddenly become unpopular. 
In former Yugoslavia nobody wanted any more to be presented as different or freak, so the rhetoric of 
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‘we-are-like-this, and-in-fact-we-love-it, so inherent to the Serbian cinema of 1990s (awarded on 
many international film festivals, though) has suddenly gone.     
In order to regulate and institutionalize normalization discourse in the national cinema, the 
Serbian government set up the Serbian Film Center in 2006 to which it subsidizes assets for 
cinematography. Characters in state-suported films, as Pavicic describes, take an active attitude to 
every-day economic problems, engage themselves in problem-solving, trying to sort out a better 
future for themselves (Pavicic, 2010). Many of these films therefore revisit the principle of classic 
narrative style (typical of European arthouse cinema, but so much different from the authentic style 
and aesthetics Serbian films had in the 1990s) (Dakovic, 2006), applying a type of active, problem-
solving hero who is capable of transformation into a post-war, transitional society (Mitric&Solis, 
2011 - Figure 2, Appendix 1). Thus, these films implicitly illustrate and discuss the values of liberal 
capitalism, making it immanent at the same time (ibid). It is important to note that normalization 
films are always a joint enterprise of the national government and EU. It never happens that they 
receive fund for EURIMAGES and not from the state5. And last but not least, they are always co-
productions with one or more other ex-Yugoslav countries. Co-productions help in demonstrating 
that the entire region is going through a ‘collective normalization’. EU funds also favor these films in 
terms of distribution, exhibition and TV sale support.  
Hence, it is the above-described political and economic context that the project authors wish 
to contest. However, it proved to be difficult since, as they claim, it is very complex to articulate what 
needs to be contested and changed. Some of them say that in 1990s it was easy to fight because the 
enemy was epitomized in the character of Slobodan Milosevic. They were fighting against 
nationalistic ideas; isolationist politics and transparent media propaganda (see Appendix 3).  
In the post-2000 Serbian social reality they find the problem hidden, elusive and uncatchable. 
They create films in order to undermine what Pierre Bourdieu defines as symbolic violence (Milovic, 
2007) on the part of the Serbian government. They claim that they are jumping out of the prescribed 
habitus (Bourdieu, 1992) and engage in independent covering of ‘unrecommendable’ and 
‘unfavorable’ topics and events.  
During the presentation of her film Cinema Komunisto at the Sarajevo Film Festival in July 
2011, Turajlic said that she felt infuriated that her professors at the Belgrade Faculty of Dramatic 
Arts, her parents and state media never told her about the glorious past of AVALA FILM, state run 
film production company that before 1992 was a world class film production company. When she 
found out that the entire property of AVALA FILM studios would be privatized and turned into a 
residential building complex, she decided to act and make a film about it. It took her five years to 
complete the film. (Figure 3, Appendix 1) 
                                                 
5 See the websites of the Council of Europe and Film Center Serbia (Examples of films by Srdan Golubovic, Stefan 
Arsenjevic, Goran Paskaljevic, Janko Baljak and the others).   
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 From -18 to +30 was made by Ivan Zlatic who had been an activist for many years before he 
turned to filmmaking. He was inspired by privatization of another two ex-Yugoslav state-run 
companies of international reputation where the workers self-managed their work and got entitled to 
company shares of which they were deprived after the privatization. They embarked on months long 
protests that state media either ignored or reported sporadically on them when the workers, for 
instance, would block the traffic at the central Belgrade streets (IZ).6 Zlatic decided to follow the 
workers’ activities with the camera and delve into the issue independently.  
 Zelimir Zilnik, a renowned author, as early as 1990s decided to turn to independent film 
filmmaking after he had encountered diverse forms of censorship when co-operating with external 
and domestic funds. Unlike Zlatic’s characters, he follows the clumsily coordinated strike and violent 
actions of workers whose company had already been privatized by local tycoons who decided to keep 
the work force. The characters seem to succumb to the normalization discourse, but Zilnik’s film 
delineates a vicious circle the workers accordingly entered. 
 Boris Malagurski’s The Weight of Chains is, however the closest the Serbian project films 
managed to get to the paradigm of the American alter-globalization movies. It is not only ideological 
critique of the sequel of pro-Western Serbian governments like the other three project films, but also, 
like we can see in the American project film, it challenges the global hegemony of USA and likes. He 
is doing that by holding the West responsible for both ‘fratricidal’ disintegration of SFRY and shock-
therapy-like neoliberalization of the entire post-Yugoslav space. 
All the above leads to the following two research questions: 
 To what extent do alter-globalization documentaries coincide and communicate 
with the neoliberalization discourse? How can Serbian project films contribute to the 
evolving scholarship on alter-globalization cinema? 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY  
Foucauldian Vs. Marxist Epistemology        
Considering the nature and lack of secondary sources about the discourse of alter-globalization 
Serbian documentaries I am dealing with in this project, it is difficult to define precisely the project 
epistemology. The corpus of Serbian project films’ likes is constantly extending. The proof for that 
are the upcoming films of the authors interviewed herein as well as the projects of some other 
filmmakers. The emergence of new films will solidify further the discourse in question and its 
analysis will accordingly evolve. In addition, the aims of the reproducers of that discourse (regardless 
of their occupation) will be more crystallized, just as the outcomes of their agency will be more 
articulated and visible.  
                                                 
6 All interviewees’ quotations will be sourced in the text by the interviewee’s initials. A list of interviewees can be 
found in the ‘RESEARCH DESIGN and METHODOLOGY” section. 
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At this stage, my contribution consists of 1) identifying the said discourse on Yugoslavia, 2) 
tracing the accumulations of knowledge that result in creation of the discussed discourse and, finally, 
3) an attempt at examining effects of that discourse in the given social reality.    
Therefore, I will utilize two approaches for the analysis of project films. One is Foucauldian 
and the other one is (neo)Marxist. Despite the tension that may exist between the two approaches 
since they stem from poststructuralist and Marxist thought and epistemology, it is just the 
combination of the two that helped me pursue the project philosophy resting upon the premise that: 
not only is it the aim of this project to describe the production, circulation, and interpretation 
of a discourse, but also to evaluate the fidelity of the discourse and action to interests of the 
oppressed. 
 
From the Marxist point of view, it is the subject that creates discourses. Recalling Adorno 
and Horkheimer and their work Dialectics of Enlightenment, some filmmakers simply protest 
against integration of film into culture industry, that is, capitalist industrial production and 
consumption. In that sense, they refuse to replay to the masses in their leisure time what is done to 
them in their labor time (Adorno&Horkheimer: 2002). On the other hand, relying on Foucauldian 
perspective, project films will not be treated solely as a variety of Marxist ideology critique, but also 
as a de-constructor of the overall societal discourse that guides individual and collective creation of 
reality. In that sense, it is not the subject who makes discourses but vice versa, discourses create the 
subject (Wodak&Mayer: 2009). Therefore, the analytical section of the project and its metadiscourse 
will sometimes be based on a ‘dialogue’ between the two said approaches. 
Furthermore, based on the Foucauldian framework, social reality is produced and made real 
through discourses, and social interactions cannot be fully understood without reference to the 
discourses that give them meaning (Parker, 1992 in Wodak&Mayer).  Consequently, a discourse will 
be dealt with through the analysis of the corpus of texts that represent discursive ‘units’ and material 
manifestation of a discourse (Chalaby, 1996 in Wodak&Mayer). The texts that will serve as principal 
discursive unit in this project will be films as a material manifestation of a discourse.  
The analysis will identify discourses in films and try to describe or explicate why and with 
what effects the authors utilize them. The discourse identification will rest on Foucault’s premise that 
all intellectual, scientific and political actions may be identified as discourses (Phillips&Hardy, 
2009). The discourse planes will be politics and economy. The identification process will be carried 
out through the textual analysis of films, interviews with the authors that will reveal in which way 
they accumulated knowledge and the analysis of film-inspired Internet portals as discourse sections. 
In addition, in discourse identification the important role will play prominent economists, 
social scientists and public figures that appear in the documentaries or serve as an intellectual 
background for movies. The analysis presumes that they were invited to take part in the movies due 
to their activist or insider credentials. Their potential for further dissemination and reproduction of 
collective symbols is valuable for the film authors.  
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The analysis then logically moves to a scrutiny of the achieved interaction between project 
films and the spectatorship. The emphasis will be on the way the project films communicate with 
social reality that surrounds them. This is the part of the analysis where qualitative analysis will be 
based on Marxist epistemology. The reason for that lays in the fact that the authors of both US and 
Serbian documentaries overtly claim how they want to stimulate certain changes in societies, at least 
at micro-level. Not only do they wish to familiarize spectators with ‘disputed or hidden’ social issues, 
but they also want to make them engage in solving a social problem. In Brechtian terms, they want 
the spectators to estrange themselves from the social reality (or its parts) created by the dominant 
societal discourse in order to decipher it properly and cease its further reproduction. They want to, as 
another Marxist, Augusto Boal put it, turn spectators into spectactors. So that they are, instead of 
being (mis)guided by the dominant discourse, actually in control of it.  
One of the methods I will use in testing the desired interaction between the project movies 
and spectatorships is borrowed from the field of film studies. It comes from the book called The 
Dialectics of a Filmmaker by notable filmmaker and film theorist Tomas Gutierrez Alea. Alea 
introduces two discourse positions a filmmaker can assert. The first one is based on a traditional 
Aristotelian tradition whereupon an author creates films that make spectators merely identify and 
empathize with film protagonists. According to Alea, in that way spectators go through catharsis and 
continue their lives, accepting “the only possible reality” more easily. The second type of filmmakers 
comes from the aforementioned Brechtian tradition and their films are intended to alienate spectators 
from their reality and make them identify its roots and act in order to improve it (Alea, 2002). The 
processed primary sources, including the textual analysis of the project films, will help in 
determining to which of those groups, and to what extent, the project authors fall into one or another 
group of filmmakers.  
The primary sources for the film analysis, apart from the project films themselves, would be 
the statements that the documentarians gave in media, the project-specific interviews I conducted 
with the available authors, and the concrete social consequences of the movies (for instance, what is 
the status of the issues problematized by a documentary one or two years after the film’s release? or 
how much active are the websites created to accompany the film in its struggle? or simply what is the 
afterlife of the movie in question?)   
Textual Analysis of Project Films  
The film analysis will consist of two levels. The first level will include the classical elements of film 
analysis whereas the second level will be interpretive and based on interviews and comparisons. The 
classical instruments of film analysis include instruments of description (Omon &Mari, 2007: 45-79). 
The description instruments refer to what can be seen and heard while watching a film. This 
analytical approach implies a detailed description of scenes that make a film whereby a special 
emphasis is on ‘selection of the elements that seem to be charged with information’ (Omon &Mari, 
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2007: 64). Therefore, the main objective of describing a film image is an accurate recognition and 
identification of shown elements, as well as putting of visual schemes into a certain social-political 
context to which the very film belongs (Omon&Mari, 2007:64).  In addition to description, the movie 
photograms will also be treated from the semiotics perspective. The analysis here starts from Barthes’ 
statement that every image is polysemic (Barthes, 1979: 467). Connotative meanings of scenes will 
be taken into account as well as the codes that can be used in identifying various layers of meaning of 
a movie.  
Interviews   
Apart from the above-specified methodological approaches, also the interviews as a classical 
methodological tool will be used for the analysis of the primary resources – the selected films. The 
interlocutors will be the film authors or other persons tightly engaged in the film production or 
promotion. The number of interviewees depended on their availability. The interview conversations 
are based on in advance formulated questions. The interview questions are conceptualized in a way 
that the answers can be combined with the results acquired by means of the above-mentioned 
methodologies. In this way interviews serve as a significant supplement to the other project 
methodological approaches.  The data reached in the interviews are expected to explain to certain 
extent the intentions and aspirations of film authors both before and after making of the respective 
films. However, I was particularly careful with incorporating the interview results in the film 
analysis, because in principle it is very difficult to find out what was going on in the minds of the 
authors.  
A number of theorists are against any reading of a film that relies on presupposed “intention” 
of the author, since even when intentions are crystal clear (which is seldom the case) nothing can 
guarantee that the film will respond to them adequately. (Omon&Mari, 2007: 249). Such an objection 
seems quite justifiable, but my decision to choose interviews was guided by the fact that certain 
aspects of a film attain completely different meaning if their analyst tries, at least partly, to observe 
them from the perspective of the authors. Sometimes that very personal dimension can explain some 
at-first-sight illogical moments in movies. On the other hand, the interviews I conducted did not refer 
only to the authors’ pre-production intentions, but also to their general attitudes and engagement as 
well as the “afterlife of the movies”.  
Expert interviews  
Having considered the nature of the project films and the way in which the interview outcomes are to 
be used, I chose to conduct expert interviews. By definition, a person is attributed as expert by virtue 
of his role as informant (Bogner, Litig & Menz 2009:4). A person is considered an expert if he or she 
possesses an “institutionalized authority to construct reality”. (Hitzler, Honer and Maeder, 1994 in 
Bogner, Litig & Menz).  In that context this project will introduce the film authors as experts since 
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they can insightfully inform us about the reality their films are intended to foster. Namely, before 
making their films, the interviewed authors had conducted impressive film-related researches, 
collected plenty of exclusive material, networked with a myriad people from the field of study and, 
most important, spent enormous amount of time on interpreting and compressing all the collected 
material, and shaping the accumulated knowledge to fit the desired film form in the most effective 
way. Furthermore, some authors had been involved in the movements that inspired their films or even 
engaged in some activism after the films were released. All these facts raise the expert credentials of 
the authors. 
Pragmatic reasons for conducting the expert knowledge  
 
There are three pragmatic reasons why I decided to conduct expert interviews. First, they can 
shorten time-consuming data gathering process, particularly if the experts are seen as ‘crystallization 
points’ for practical insider knowledge and are interviewed as surrogates for a wider circle of players. 
Second, the fact that as a researcher of film cultures I share common scientific background with my 
interlocutors provides me with additional knowledge and skills necessary for conducting the 
interviews. Third, a number of the authors are even familiar with my to-date work in the field, which 
makes their mistrust and fears from being misinterpreted or manipulated significantly lower.  
Bogner, Littig and Menz also identify four secondary motivating factors for participating of 
experts in interviews: (a) professionalism of people familiar with being in the public eye, (b) silent 
awareness of the scientific/political relevance of their field of activity or professional achievements, 
(c) professional curiosity about the topic and field of research and (d) interest in sharing one’s 
thoughts and ideas with external experts (Bogner, Litig & Menz).  
Sociology of knowledge framework 
 
The interviews are based on assumption that an expert has knowledge that he or she may not 
necessarily possess alone, but which is not accessible to anybody in the field of action under study. 
That is the advantage of knowledge, which the expert interview is designed to discover. ‘What comes 
into sight when we combine (1) the pragmatic definition of an expert interview with the (2) sociology 
of knowledge perspective, it is the distinction between expert and lay person’ (ibid: 34). 
This distinction is based on the specialized knowledge of the expert. However, according to 
the traditional definition of expert knowledge production, the film authors I interviewed may not be 
designated as experts. According to the modernization theory, knowledge is generated according to 
the cognitive and social norms of a disciplinary context and, in so far, autonomous (Ibid: 20). 
Nevertheless, with emergence of expressing the ambivalences of modernity in the 1980s (Baumann, 
1991) and the advent of constructionist and postmodern discourse, the pluralization of knowledge 
became emphasized. Expert knowledge and expert systems multiply and proliferate, and become of 
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trans-disciplinary nature. The quality of knowledge is no longer assessed by colleagues within a 
discipline, but by the heterogeneous groups of experts, a mixture of epistemic cultures. (Rammert, 
2003: 488 in Bogner, Litig & Menz ).   
The authors that I interviewed thus belong to groups within the civil society that include 
alternative or “counter” experts who belong neither to academia nor power holding institution. They 
engage in discussions over certain social issues independently from any institutionalized power 
center. By means of their intellectual, creative capacities and skills they intend to provide a criticism 
of the activities of economic, political and intellectual elites that reproduce the dominant societal 
discourse. They claim that they reach for film in order to jump out of the habitus within which they 
are expected to operate, and interpret independently both global and local issues. Consequently, the 
interviews made with them contain insightful and exclusive information about the issues they treat in 
their films.  
The list of interviewees 
Name Profession Age  Interview date Method 
Boris Malagurski Director 23 08/05/12 Skype  
Mila Turajlic Director 32 07/05/12 Skype 
Ivan Zlatic Director 35 24/04/12 Skype 
Sreten Sreckovic Producer 30 24/04/12 Skype 
Michael Bonanni  Director 35 19/04/12 Email 
David Ng Activist 26 03/05/12 Email 
Katherine Dodds PR 35 06/05/12 Email    
 
PROJECT FILM ANALYSIS (RESEARCH RESULTS AND 
INTERPRETATIONS) 
 
This section summarizes and interprets the findings and the experiences of people involved in making 
and promoting project films. Their accounts are transcribed (see Appendix III), paraphrased and 
coded according to key interview themes. These themes—some originating from theory and the 
researcher’s knowledge of the field, others emerging out of the interviews—are (re)organized into a 
codebook in which the umbrella concepts of  ‘motivation’, political economy of film‘, spectatorship’, 
dialectics of filmmakers’, ‘independent cinema’ ‘labor’ and ‘privatization’ are used to structure the 
analysis of the films. Within the analysis, the primary sources (films and interviews) will be 
interpreted to answer the research question regarding the evolving scholarship on alter-globalization 
documentaries and the contribution of Serbian films to this very field.  
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The Golden Age of Documentaries  
To understand the emergence of today’s contestation cinema, as well as the position of 
Serbian films within it, it is essential to go back to the 1980s when conservative discourses of 
Reaganism started being transcoded in globally mega-popular Hollywood productions like Red Down 
(1984) and Rambo (1984). These films and their likes promoted a new powerful and aggressive man 
that restores traditional patriarchal values. They being contested, however, with the advent of digital 
technology that made filmmaking drastically cheaper (Kernell, 2010). It led to emergence of 
documentaries that keep reproducing already established anti-globalization discourses triggered by 
rapid neoliberalization during Reagan’s presidency and the disappearance of Eastern Bloc. Namely, 
anti-globalists tend to associate the demise of Communism in Eastern Europe, in the most negative 
way, with the foreign policy of Reagan’s administration.  
Hence, in his Nobel Prize speech Harold Pinter claimed that after the fall of the Soviet Union 
(Figure 4, Appendix 1), US felt unrestrained to spread the so-called ‘low-intensity conflict’, which 
means  
that you infect the heart of the country, that you establish a malignant growth and watch 
the gangrene bloom. When the populace has been subdued – or beaten to death – the same thing – 
and your own friends, the military and the great corporations, sit comfortably in power, you go 
before the camera and say that democracy has prevailed. This was a commonplace in US foreign 
policy in the years to which I refer. (Pinter, 2005)  
Pinter herewith refers to Yugoslavia as well, holding US responsible for its disintegration and 
NATO bombing (Pinter, 1999).  
Furthermore, In The Weight of Chains, Canadian economist Michael Chossudovsky defined so-
called ‘trigger mechanism’ whereby the West triggered the bankruptcy of all socially-owned 
companies in Yugoslavia and then fostered their privatization (Chossudovsky, 2010).  
In this context, it is also important to mention the activism of former editor of The Nation, Victor 
Narvasky. In order to confront Reagan’s policy towards the great transformation of Eastern Europe, 
he organized in mid-1980 the conference whose predominant topic was ‘Let Poland be Poland but Let 
El Salvador be El Salvador’. The purpose of the conference was an attempt on the part of the U.S. 
Left to make USSR and US indistinguishable and equally evil. However, the Conference also 
remained famous for the comment of the late Susan Sontag that ‘Reader’s Digest had done a better 
job than The Nation in conveying the reality of Communism’. (Hayward, 2005).  
According to Johanna Bockman, the roots of rapid and strong embrace of neoliberalism in 
Eastern Europe reside in transnational network composed of both American and East European 
economists. Within this network, Bockman argues, a transnational dialogue was conducted, as early 
as the years of Cold War, during the course of which neoliberal ideas were worked out and 
disseminated (Bockman, 2002). The view is, therefore, that Western advisors exported Western 
neoliberalism to Eastern Europe during Regan’s presidency and imposed it there with the support of 
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Western Government and international economic agencies (Grosfeld 1992, pp. 62–63; King 2001, pp. 
2–3; Kovacs 1991, 1992; Murrell 1995, pp. 166–67; Reich 1991, p. 220; Wedel 2001 – in Bockman) 
(Figure 5, Appendix 1). And there lies the link that anti-globalists established between the United 
States and neoliberalisation-.driven poverty in Eastern Europe. However, the case of Yugoslavia is 
the most drastic example and probably most attractive for the anti-globalists because of 1) its 
authentic market socialism and a high living standard that crashed after 1991 and 2) the fact that 
NATO had bombarded Yugoslavia in 1999 before Bush’s administration embarked on military 
interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq. The fact that US-led NATO bombing of Yugoslavia was 
managed by Clinton’s administration has been a crucial argument of anti-globalists in proving the 
continuity of US military interventionism (Bogoeva-Sedlar 2004, Milovic 2005).   
 As Douglas Kernell shows in his book Cinema Wars, contestation documentary cinema 
flourished in the United States only with the emergence of cheap digital technologies, which 
coincided with the era of “Bush-Cheney administrations that were trying to normalize apparatuses of 
torture that it was constructing in Afghanistan, Iraq, Guantanamo and other sites throughout the 
world to punish its alleged enemies and evil-doers” (Kernell, 2010: 7).  
 Kernell reiterates the notion of film as a battleground and mentions numerous features and 
documentaries that have transcoded discourses and philosophical visions of life that contest the 
“conservativism of Western democracies that affirm the market and capitalism over the state, 
advocate individuality and freedom over equality and justice and support traditional values like the 
heterosexual patriarchal family, religion and conservative cultural values” (Kernell, 2010).  
All these films create a corpus of works that may be labeled as anti-/alter-globalization 
cinema. It, however, has neither a real potential nor it aspires to bring directly any societal changes. 
Its role proved potent in terms of anticipating and making possibilities of some changes thinkable. 
The proliferation of both independent and maintream contestation films in the era of widespread use 
of inexpensive digital video cameras led to emergence of so-called ‘Golden Age of Documentaries’. 
It is the term that Kernell inaugurated to cluster a large number of films that capture key political 
issues and struggles of contemporary era, ranging from the controversial US elections in 2000 to the 
Iraq war and environmental crisis, intensified by decades of neglect by conservative regimes such as 
the Reagan and Bush administrations and the major corporations that largely supported them 
(Kernell, 2010).  
Kellner argues that the Golden Age of Documentary was fueled by the bankruptcy of 
corporate news and information in the United States, in which a small number of corporations 
controlled the major television networks, as well as important newspapers and Internet websites and 
failed to be adequately critical of the state and major corporations. Corporate news media never 
adequately informed the country concerning the right-wing radicalism of George Bush, treated him as 
a savior after 9/11 and simply served as propaganda machines (Kellner, 2010). Hence, a variety and 
magnitude of documentaries gives critical accounts of Bush-Cheney and recently Obama’s 
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administration, tracing the problem in all-embracing neoliberalization that ensued after the 
Washington consensus period. Furthermore, it is important to indicate that the Internet facilitated 
cheaper distribution and access to these documentaries, as well as easier collaboration among 
geographically distant groups in whose interest is distribution of anti-globalization movies. 
What follows is the analysis of the six project documentaries that I intend to incorporate into 
Kellner’s paradigm of the Golden Age of Documentary, using the above-described patterns. The 
analysis will try to decode the discourse of the films in question, taking into account the general 
social-political context, films’ communication with audiences and interviews with the people 
involved in production of project films. Before proceeding to the next section, a reader is strongly 
encouraged to read film synopses and authors’ biographies attached in Appendix II hereof as well as 
to see at least several scenes from the enclosed films The Weight of Chains and Cinema Komunisto. 
The Corporation and The Yes Men Fix The World 
Motivation  
“My father was a successful small businessman, so I personally have had a life of relative privilege 
because of the financial circumstances of my family. I've always felt an obligation to try to use that 
privilege responsibly”  
                                                                                   (Mark Achbar, director of The Corporation)  
The Corporation project is an outcome of years-long engagement on the part of its authors, 
particularly Mark Achbar. As a film graduate, Achbar started his career producing independent 
movies that in the 1980s drew to the media attention the topics like ‘nuclear policies, East Timor, 
corporate power and U.S. hegemony’ (The Corporation, 2007).  
His first documentary Manufacturing consent: Noam Chomsky and the Media (1992) 
expands on the idea of Chomsky’s earlier book Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy of 
the Mass Media. Regarding the year of production and its contestation discourse, this film can be 
designated as the seminal alter-gobalization film or predecessor of what would be later called anti-
globalization cinema or Golden Age of Documentary. The film illustrates Chomsky’s thesis that 
‘corporate media, as profit-driven institutions, tend to serve the agendas of dominant elite groups in 
the society’ (Chomsky, 1988). The case study of the film is the history of the New York Times’ 
meager coverage of Indonesian occupation of East Timor that, according to Chomsky, exemplifies 
unwillingness to criticize an ally of the elite (Figure 6, Appendix 1) 
Therefore, considering the experience Achbar went through before and during production of 
Manufacturing Consent, it seems that he transcodes to his films Chomsky’s alter-globalization 
discourse. However, it is interesting to note that he did not only transcode Chomsky’s discourse. 
Achbar’s above-quoted statement about how he always wanted to use his inherited privileges and 
capital for a greater cause evokes also his intention to demonstrate biographical resemblance between 
him and Chomsky. Namely, in Manufacturing Consent he introduces Noam Chomsky as a 
benevolent man who was ready to sacrifice the conveniences that a harmonious family life and 
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comfortable position of a university professor provided to him, in order to become an activist and 
illuminate the covert actions of US government. However, we never hear Chomsky stating this 
openly, so we really do not know if it was the core of Chomsky’s life philosophy or Achbar 
instrumentalized Chomsky to project his own.  
 Be as it may, Achbar’s ‘conversion’ into the Left was pretty much out of the box considering 
the historic period of 1980s in which it happened. The year when the film was produced – 1992, the 
world celebrated the fall of Communisms in Eastern Europe. The new trademarks of once Soviet 
dominated countries were instant transition to free market economy and promotion of human rights. 
The exaltation about depolarization of the world was at such a sway that political economists Francis 
Fukuyama anticipated ‘the end of history’ (Fukuyama, 1992). At the same time the Former 
Yugoslavia was flamed by a series of civil wars. Anti-globalists (as we can see it in The Weight of 
Chains) blamed this war on the West that, according to them, induced the war to neoliberalize 
allegedly stable and independent Yugoslav economy based on state-controlled market socialism 
(Parenti, 2000, Chomsky, 1994). However, this had a status of unpopular interpretation of a tiny 
group of intellectuals. Malagurski endeavored to voice them in The Weight of Chains in order to 
alter-globalize the Yugoslav case. He intends to challenge the dominant global interpretations of the 
Yugoslav post -1991 wars and war crimes. The dominant discourse presented the conflict as an 
internal specificity of the Balkans, blaming it on Serbian nationalism and ineptitude of Serbian elites 
to democratic processes and new post- Berlin Wall global reality (Glenny, 1994; Malcolm, 2002; 
Ramet 1992; Gordy, 2001; Iordanova 2008; Goulding 2006; Dragovic-Soso, 2007; Nielsen, 2012).  
In contesting the dominant discourse, Malagurski (as well as the other Serbian project authors) bases 
his argumentation on discovery of the ‘good old times of Yugoslavia and country’s global geo-
political importance’, just as Achbar discovered ‘underrepresented and exterminated noble cultures’ 
of East Timor.  
The thing that distinguishes Manufacturing Consent is related to the political economy of 
the film industries of its production time. Namely, it was released significantly before the Golden 
Age of Documentary, when filmmaking was by far more expensive and dependant on the mainstream 
state support. It took Achbar and his team many years to receive grant from Telefilm Canada for this 
film.  
 Nevertheless, Chomsky’s response towards this biographical documentary was mixed after 
the film’s release. He rejected that his intention was to make people believe that he is the leader of a 
movement they should join, indirectly challenging the image of ‘revolutionary Prof. Chomsky’ 
created by the film. Such an epilogue of this most famous and extremely profitable Canadian 
documentary, to some extent undermines Kellner’s idea that films merely transcode existing 
discourses or ideology. This documentary rather shows that films also have a potential to 
instrumentalize a discourse in order to create their own reality that can function independently from 
the discourse the author might have intended to transcode or not (Rushton, 2010).  
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After an impressive global success of Manufacturing Consent7, it took Achbar another ten 
years to make his second film The Corporation (2003). From the interview with Katherine Dodds, 
PR of The Corporation, who was also significantly involved in the process of making the film, the 
idea for the film emerged during an informal meeting between Mike Achbar and Joel Bakan when 
they both realized they had plans to do something about corporate globalization. Then they decided to 
work together on the book Joel Bakan was writing and the film. “Mark always describes Joel as the 
intellectual behind the film. Joel is a well-known Canadian law professor and author, and the legal 
structure of The Corporation is the core of the film idea that the structure itself is the core problem, 
not just a few ‘bad apples’. When Joel came up with the idea of the diagnosis of the ‘corporate 
person’ as a psychopath, it became the unique hook to hang the film on. Mark’s forte is the way he 
can craft the visual metaphors and the story structure. Mark brought Jennifer Abbot into the project 
as editor and then as co-director…They were looking for case studies that prove the broader point, 
not only in showing individual corporation’s as exceptional in the harms they cause” (KD).  
Political Economy of The Corporation   
Filmmakers are very fortunate here in Canada, with (diminishing) public funding available to us and 
editorial freedom. 
                                                               (Mark Achbar, director of The Corporation) 
 
Originally, the film was funded as three part TV series, for a budget of 1.4 million dollars. However, 
when it was made into the feature version also, it went over budget by close to 500,000 dollars. 
According to Dodds, it took a while to pay that off.  
 However, The Corporation is not, contrary to Achbar’s pre-Manufacturing Consent works, a 
piece of independent cinema. Even though it was made during the golden era of documentaries, it is a 
Canadian national film. It was mainly funded by the usual system of broadcast pre-license fees and 
Telefilm Canada. In addition, the distribution of the film is also quite mainstream, with no traces of 
any creative self-distribution practices. Mark Achbar’s production company has worked with 
numerous international distributors, the most important of which are Mongrel Media (Canada), 
Zeitgist film (USA), Gil Scrine Film (Australia) and Metrodome (UK) (KD). 
 After it won 26 international festival awards, 10 of which were audience choice awards 
including the 2004 Sundance Film Festival8 and became top grossing Canadian documentary of all 
time (it grossed over 6 million dollars at the box office), the Canadian federal film fund Telefilm 
Canada, whose main mission is promotion and development of Canadian audio-visual sector, decided 
to create a ‘performance envelope’ which set aside funds for the exclusive use of Archbar’s 
production company, Big Picture Media Corporation. This thrust him into an unusual position. 
                                                 
7 Before the release of The Corporation (2003) it was the most successful feature documentary in Canadian history, 
played theatrically in over 300 cities around the world; won 22 awards; appeared in more than 50 international film 
festivals, and was broadcast in over 30 markets.  
8 For the list off all received awards, see Appendix 3, interview with David Ng.  
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Whereas previously he had to ‘beg for three years to finance a film’, he found himself controlling 
more documentary film investment money than some of the broadcasters he used to ‘beg from’. 
Conditions applied, however, and it was impossible for him to use the funds for a project of his own, 
but he was able to participate in the financing and, in the role of Executive Producer, the shaping of 
10 projects by other filmmakers, including four million-dollar-plus theatrical feature documentaries 
(The Corporation and Telefilm Canada websites).  
 Considering the information from the above paragraph, gathered on the The Corporation and 
Telefilm Canada websites, it seems that Achbar institutionalized his work and will not have to ‘beg 
for money’ ever again, given the commercial potential of his two movies, and his new ‘Indiewood’ 
(Kernell, 2010:35) approach to the film political economy. What remains is to wait for the next 
Achbar’s film and investigate how it affected his Chomsky-inspired alter-globalization film 
discourse.  
Nevertheless, despite this outstanding reputation The Corporation team officially enjoy, 
Dodds complains that profit distribution according to the hegemonic rules of dominant political 
economy of film industry are still far from satisfactory. In this context, she proposes an alternative 
form of economics like triple bottom line thinking that takes into account social value, environmental 
value, as well as profit.  “I am interested in pursuing what we’ve been calling ‘fairer trade’ which 
offer more fair returns to the cultural producers (filmmakers, artists, writers, they don’t really get 
rich from this work)” (KD). 9 
Dialectics of a Filmmaker  
My overriding objective in making The Corporation was to make the commonplace seem strange, to 
alienate viewers from the normalcy of the dominant culture, allowing them to gain a critical distance 
on the corporations and the corporate culture that envelop us all. 
                                                                                             (Mark Achbar, director of The Corporation) 
The above statement classifies Achbar as a filmmaker whose aspirations Gutirres Alea would 
designate as Brechtian. Asked about the expected communication between the film and the 
spectatorship, The Corporation PR answered: “the film was directed at a broad audience – AKA not 
only the converted collection of activists. As such it has a more balanced tone, seeking to have 
corporate insiders tell their own story, in a fair way. And dig their grave! Our goal was to have 
everyone who saw it, question the dominance corporation have over our lives, governments, etc. To 
make what is so normal (AKA business as usual) seem strange” (KD).   
The leader of The Corporation volunteer group David stresses that “seven years after its 
release, in fact it has gained relevancy due to the interest that people have (particularly in USA) 
about neoliberalism and transnational corporate greed and the corporate form. A new educational 
                                                 
9 The extreme version of this system is consistently practiced by the celebrated British director Ken Loch who accepts 
to make movies only under condition that realized profit is redistributed equally among all persons involved in creating 
a film.  
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version for highschool is just being released, which indicates there is interest at the high school as 
well. But I have seen it used in universities, and community public events as well” (DN) 
The Corporation PR added: “As grass roots campaigners behind the film, we always wanted 
to activate people and have been working to create ways to connect viewer with activist groups and 
to engage audiences to find solutions. ….. We are thrilled that the occupy movement has opened up 
this conversation in such a way and like Chomsky said, many years ago, think that citizen movements, 
‘cooperative anarchy’ that question the fundamentals of the system and the institutions, while 
working at distributing power are the beginning of real movement for change. They are like ‘cracks’ 
that Naomi Klein spoke of in her interview for The Corporation.“ (KD) 
 If we go back to the textual analysis of this movie, we recognize the same call for 
estrangement and action by Michael Moore in the closing scene of the film (Figure 7, Appendix 1).  
 Eight years after the film’s release there are lot of indicators hinting that The Corporation 
creators in fact fulfilled their mission. Occupy movement is a kind of action that the authors and 
interlocutors optimistically anticipate in the movie. The Corporation was listed by Reuteurs as one of 
top ten films that explain the Occupy movement, which has helped increase the film’s popularity in 
the past year. “We have also launched the “OccupyYourFuture campaign, which is meant to link The 
Corporation to Occupy movement” (DN).    
 Whereas estrangement effect works in a pretty much predictable and slightly didactic manner 
in The Corporation, The Yes Men Fix The World endeavors to do that in a more creative and 
entertaining way. Although the latter film is usually labeled by film critics as documentary comedy, 
which does not announces a lot of mobilization, the two film authors claim that they feel quite 
comfortable with this genre (MB).  
Introducing themselves as CEOs of prominent world corporations, they engage in so-called 
“identity correction” action. The duo does it in a thrilling and dynamic way. Such an approach 
unequivocally enables spectators again to see as strange the things they usually perceive as normal. 
The starting idea of the pranks in the film was to show how people holding political and economic 
powers actually look like and how they might look like if they wished that. By means of ‘identity 
correction’ the film authors encourage film viewers not to identify themselves with the heads of 
corporations and government agencies but to distance themselves from their “free-market 
fundamentalist discourse and feel motivated to do something”(MB). Such a motivation is evident if 
we consider that the audiences’ response to the film is pretty much affirmative. Just as The 
Corporation, this film also is being shown throughout U.S. high schools, and the release of the third 
Yes Men sequel titled The Yes Men Are Revolting is planned for 2013 (MB).  
However, the box office gross in 2010 was less than 200,000 US dollars, which is less than a 
third of the film budget. “Something like $600,000. Much of that went into ridiculous fees of all sorts 
having to do with lawyers, delivery and right clearance. It was way too expensive” (MB). Financial 
sustainability is by far slower than in case of Canadian documentaries.  
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Although the Yes Men films are developed as independent projects, after they enter 
distribution phase they melt into mainstream. The main distributor for USA of The Yes Men Fix The 
World is HBO. Although it provided a stable theatrical life of the film, it affected the desired 
communication of the film with the broader global audience. “The film did well in festivals. We won 
the audience award in Berlinale. But we didn’t apply to too many festivals because HBO didn’t want 
us doing too many after they bought it. It was a bit strange” (MB). 
 After a big breakthrough of The Corporation in 2003, numerous film critics published 
reviews in renowned newspapers. Variety’s review in a way confirmed the main thesis of the film, 
reiterating that it vibrantly explores the myriad effects of corporate influence in the wake of 1986 US 
Supreme Court Decision that effectively gave corporations the same rights as individuals. The 
decision, Variety’s journalist states, ‘open Pandora’s box of potential abuses in terms of monopoly, 
without moral scruples, unchecked political influence et a.’ (Variety 2003).  
The Economist’s review also affirmatively concluded that ‘unlike much of the soggy thinking 
peddled by too many anti-globalizers, The Corporation is surprisingly rational and coherent attack of 
capitalism’s most important institution. The authors have done more than produce a thought-
provoking account of the film. Their film also invites its audience to weigh up the benefits of 
privatization versus public ownership’ (The Economist, 2004). However, the article then slips into 
the mainstream post-Cold War discourse saying: ‘But that is only half the story. The film has nothing 
to say about the immense damage that can also flow from state ownership. Instead, there is misty-
eyed alignment of the state with the public interest. Run that one past the people of, say, North 
Korea” (The Economist, 2004).  
Serbian Project Film Analysis  
Those new nationalists and neoliberals try to teach me how bad Yugoslavia was. If somebody could 
tell anything bad about Yugoslavia, it is I. I, who was censored, blacklisted and purged out of the 
country. And I say that it was by far better country than what you guys offer now.  
                                                                      (Zelimir Zilnik, director of The Old School of Capitalism)  
 
 The above discourse of boiling down the complex corpus and planes of leftist ideas to 
notorious cases of Stalin’s gulags and North Korea’s isolationist regime is essentially the discourse 
that Serbian project films tackle. After their authors rediscovered or recollected the socialist 
Yugoslavia and compared its pre-Cold War cultural, political and economic performance with the 
one of the Yugoslav successor states today, they attempted to estrange themselves from the 
normalization discourse adopted by the series of Serbian pro-Western governments in the past twelve 
years. Whereas the authors of North American left-oriented contestation films tend to be labeled as 
utopist or irrational, the Serbian project authors seem privileged to defend themselves from such 
qualification with ‘our-grandparents-built-it, our-parents-lived-it, we-saw-the-end-of-it’ 
argumentation.  
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 In other words, the interviewees involved in making of the American project films only 
speculated about progressive alternative socialisms from what they read and hear. Asked about the 
current economic systems that they consider recommendable, they mentioned “Swedish style 
socialism” (MB) and “South American countries” (DN). On the other hand, Serbian authors in their 
movies refer to the concrete example of a socialist state that they authentically rediscovered in their 
contemporary national history.  
Motivation and filmmakers’ dialectics in The Weigh of Chains and Cinema 
Komunsito  
 Asked about his motivation to make a film about Yugoslavia, 23-year-old Boris Malagurski 
answered that he decided to make his film when people in Canada asked him why the wars in 
Yugoslavia broke out and he was not able to provide any answer. “From the mainstream media 
sources it seemed like a black and white story – the Serbs wrecked it all. On the other hand, Serbian 
sources mostly blamed everyone else. However, when I dug deeper, I realized that the causes were 
economic above all, while nationalism was used as a tool to further economic and political 
aspirations of great powers in the Balkans.” (BM)  
 Considering that it is intended for the international audiences and made in English, 
Malagurski’s film significantly reminds of ‘mainstream’ alter-globalization American films. He 
utilizes talking-head interviews, seldom sustained for more than a few pithy seconds, that are salted 
into a heady mix of news telecasts, breaking-event footage, computer graphics and much archival 
material. No wonder then that Serbian media called Malagurski the Serbian Michael Moore, who, as 
he said in the interview, influenced him to certain degree, just as The Corporation. Malagursky also 
showed his tendency towards pranks (although not that creatively as The Yes Men). In his first 
documentary Kosovo – Can You Imagine? (2008), he traveled to the Serbian break-away province of 
Kosovo and pretended to be a foreign journalist in order to be able to ask his interviewees more 
provocative questions about the ‘responsibility of USA for Kosovo’s economic and political 
instability’.  
 On the other hand, Mila Turajlic (32) in her interview says that her initial motivation for 
making Cinema Komunisto was the “dereliction of the Avala Film studios, coupled with a lack of 
memory to the cultural role they had played. From that initial idea, the film grew into an exploration 
of the way Yugoslav cinema was used by the communist regime to construct an official narrative of 
Yugoslavia” (MT). She emphasizes that she did not make her film as an activist. She had been an 
ardent activist during the pro-Western, anti-Milosevic’s protests in the 1990s, but soon after the 
revolution in 2000 she became disillusioned with the new economic and political context (Turajlic, 
2012). Unlike Malagurski, she decided to approach filmmaking as an artist and political scientist, not 
as an activist. In line with that, she focused more on developing her authentic film style and narrative 
that would “infuse film with a blend of humor and tragedy, and alternate between the two, thinking it 
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might be more impactful in terms of emotional resonance the film would have”  (MT). Although she 
admits that her film does contain an underlying message about the rage and powerlessness she feels 
at watching her society destroy its cultural heritage without the slightest idea of the value of the past, 
she “wouldn’t go so far as to say that she was hoping to provoke that in the audience” (MT). Hence, 
it seems that Turajlic counted more on emotional than on rational plane of spectators, which at first 
sight distances her from Brechtian approach filmmaking.  
Therefore, remains an impression that Cinema Komunisto was supposed to create a reality 
per se, Turajlic’s own reality in which she will explain to herself what her parents and teachers failed 
to do. She did not intend to transcode any existing discourse. Cinema Komunisto’s discourse on 
Yugoslavia and its identity on film, according to Mila Turajlic, was supposed to decouple itself from 
Yugo-nostalgia, and both normalization and anti-globalization discourses (MT).  
However, when the film appeared in cinema theatres in Serbian and abroad, film critics 
started labeling it as Yugonostalgic, which in the current Serbian society is an ambiguous attribute. 
“Yugonostalgic and revisionist fever are still shaking the Serbian theatres. Cinema Komunisto is followed by 
positive prejudice and unanimous praises. However, those prone to redifinition of myths will have to wait for 
another and someone else’s film about this and other related topics that this film fails to cover (and there are 
lots of them)” (Jankovic, 2011).   
Some other critics, on the contrary, interpreted this film as Yugonostalgic to imply that it 
rather illuminates and demystifies the current cultural and political discourse: “The film is an image 
of a paradise lost. While Serbian spectators enjoy in the glory of their former country they hope they 
would be able at least to remove the rust from the state they now live in.” (Vujanovic, 2011). “This 
film should be a lesson to all those who are currently deciding about the life of Serbian film industry” 
(Lakic, 2011). 
 Yugonostalgic image of this movie created by film critics was the major hook for Serbian 
audiences that rushed to cinema to see the film.10 In the atmosphere of an increasing unemployment 
rate end struggling economy, the film provided a sort of escapism for people of diverse political 
orientations in Serbia. People enjoyed being reminded of how important and potent their country used 
to be not so long ago. The question that keeps emerging is whether this film creates only a cathartic 
effect or inspires any action among its spectators.  
The success of the film lies in its witty play with schizophrenic relationship of current 
Serbian society with SFR Yugoslavia.  When the elites in power refers to it as a communist state they 
a priori demonize it, using the denominators like undemocratic, totalitarian, dictatorship, one-party. 
However, when something should be set as an example of a carefree life and stable value system, 
people would again refer to Yugoslavia. Cinema Komunisto operates masterfully at the emotional 
plane of spectators and is able to satisfy people of all social strata, all political orientations and, most 
                                                 
10 Cinema Komunisto has the only domestic documentary in the past decade that was in regular cinematic repertoire  
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fascinating, all Yugoslav conflicted ethnic groups. Namely, the film was shown in numerous cinema 
theatres from Kosovo to Slovenia with equally warm reception.  
On the other hand, that is not the case with The Weight of Chains. Whereas Turajlic mostly 
blames the Serbian government for all bad policies and misfortunes in Serbia (although more in 
public appearances than in the film itself), Malagurski depicts all post-Yugoslav governments as 
sheer executors of great power’s ‘master plan to destroy independent socialist Yugoslavia’. “The 
main premise of my film was never challenged – people who had largely different views on the 
subject seemed to completely agree on one thing – that the West had an interest in the breakup of 
Yugoslavia in the way that it broke up”  (BM).  
However, The Weight of Chains tends to plunge into transcoding the notorious discourse 
inherent primarily to some Serbian populist and neoconservative parties. That discourse is an odd 
hybrid of Yugonostalgia and anti-Western sentiments. It unites all sorts of groups from the right-left 
continuum and insists on ‘Yugoslavia with Serbian hegemony’ (Burgic, 2011), which makes the film 
extremely unpopular in other Yugoslav republics. The Bosniak critics referred to the film as 
‘cinematic trickery and historical revisionism’ (Pejkovic, 2011). The Reagan administration 
documents that Malagurski introduces in his film as crucial evidence that USA are responsible for 
bloody disintegration of Yugoslavia are described as ‘regular decisions and actions of the U.S. 
administration connected to the protection of U.S. economic interests from 1984 to 1990’ (Burgic, 
2011). 
 In Serbia, the film satisfies leftists because it glorifies Yugoslav socialism and openly 
contests liberal capitalism at both local and global level. Also, it communicates well with Serbian 
nationalists because it holds the West responsible for the war crimes that the army of Bosnian Serbs 
committed during the Yugoslav civil war. In the film we see an uncritical interview with Chicago-
based political scientist Serge Trifkovic, editor of paleoconservative magazine Chronicles. Trifkovic 
became infamous for advocating the WWII chetnik army – traditionally labeled as Nazi collaborators, 
and open anti-Bosniak statements. In February 2011, Canadian authorities refused to allow Trifkovic 
to enter Canada to address a meeting at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver. The 
Canadian Institute for the Research of Genocide had complained that Trifković was promoting 
islamophobia and accused him of publicly denying the massacre of Bosnian Muslims at Srebrenica in 
July 1995, found by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia to be a crime of 
genocide (CTV News, 2011).  
At the same time the film aggressively counters the normalization discourse of Serbian 
government, the similar way Michael Moore and likes are doing the same in USA. In a word, it is 
easy to love or hate this film. It kind of solidifies the attitudes a spectator already had regardless of 
where they are positioned within the political spectrum.  
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Despite the fact that at home the two films received different reception11, with the 
international audience they both did quite well.  The both authors claim that they target at 
international audience. Mila Turajlic said that “one of the key concerns during the editing was making 
sure that the context and history are made clear enough for someone who knew nothing Yugoslavia.” 
(MT). For Malagurski his main hope was “that former Yugoslavs living in the West would watch the 
film and recommend it to their Western neighbors, allowing the film to spread” (BM).  
So this is the place where these, although stylistically and ideologically different, films 
intertwine. They send to the world an alternative story about Yugoslavia. In Malagurski’s film 
contestation sentiment is unequivocal. A single watching of the film will make it crystal clear to any 
outsider. In Turajlic’s film this sentiment is packed in the story of a charismatic Marshal of 
Yugoslavia, Tito and a discerning eye is necessary to unpack it.  
In the process of reviving the past of socialist Yugoslavia and its thriving Avala Film studios, 
Turajlic introduces the scene where Aleksandar Konstantinovic Leka, Tito’s projectionist, after 
twenty-seven years is standing in front of the iron fence around Tito’s residence waiting to enter the 
residence property. The scene is accompanied by the comment that the residence was destroyed 
during the NATO bombing of Belgrade in 1999 (Figure 8, Appendix 1). After the democratic 
changes in Serbia in 2000, the NATO bombing became both tabooized and instrumentalized topic in 
Serbia. No common public discourse on bombing has been agreed on. A part of Serbian political 
elites advocates Serbia’s membership in NATO. There are political parties in the Serbian parliament 
that justify NATO bombing of then Yugoslavia. Some pieces of normalization cinema also dealt with 
the NATO’s bombing of Tito’s residence. However, neither Yugoslavia nor Tito was recalled in such 
films. The venue is described as a place where infamous Slobodan Milosevic moved in after he came 
to power in the 1990s, and the film characters are grateful to NATO for trying to kill the ‘evil 
dictator’. 12  
Later on, in a video-installation-like scene of Cinema Komunisto, we see semi-demented 
Leka sitting in the ruins of Tito’s residence next to the smashed piano with an old film-reel in his 
hands. The underlying message of this scene is that what we see is all that remained from glorious 
SFR Yugoslavia – ruins and senile Leka-like people (Figure 9, Appendix 1). Leka is not a 
normalization hero who will learn how to cope with the plights of ‘the only possible reality’. Leka 
perishes because he doesn’t accept to grapple with that post-Yugoslav reality.13 The scene also subtly 
implies that it is not only Yugoslavs/Serbs who destroyed everything and that there may be an 
                                                 
11 “I was stunned by the warm reception to the film, in places varied as Ljubljana, Pristina, Podgorica, Sarajevo, 
Pula, Prizren, Novi Sad” [cities in all ex-Yugoslav federal units]. It was confirmation that there is a shared cultural 
space and valuation of the common past” (MT) Unlike Cinema Komunisto, the only territory where Malagurski’s film 
has been distributed in the former Yugoslavia is Serbia and the Serbian entity in Bosnia.  
12 See Falling in the Paradise (2004) by Milos Radovic that was supported by Serbian Film Center and European film 
fund EURIMAGES.    
13 What additionally increases the emotional charge of this scene is the fact that Leka passed away while the film was 
in post-production phase     
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external enemy as well. The additional charge to this scene gives the fact that on the real estate where 
the bombed residence stood the US Embassy is being erected at the moment.   
I saw the film in a packed cinema theatre in Sarajevo, Bosnia. I was curious about the 
reaction of the Sarajevan audience that heavily suffered from the Serbian siege during the Bosnian 
war (1992-1995), and whose Government enthusiastically offered all its resources to NATO when it 
bombed Serbia in 1999. The audience seemed unusually silent, and sympathetic which was 
confirmed afterwards during the Q&A session with Turajlic.14 Reactions were unexpectedly positive.  
Another subtle contestation moment is a dichotomous representation of Yugoslavia through 
two juxtaposed songs in the very opening of the film. The first song has a sad melody and disturbing 
lyrics. It is about a prostitute whose client guesses that she is from Yugoslavia. She says she is not, 
but recalls a film about a little girl from Yugoslavia that ‘got sent away, they made her prostitute. She 
ate McDonalds all day and never had a chance to play’.15  The atmosphere of the song evokes the 
mainstream global discourse on Yugoslavia as a misfortunate conflict-struck place with tragic and 
fatal history and uncertain future. However, this song is immediately followed by an instrumental 
remake of the famous Yugoslav partisan song from WWII that in a very optimistic manner used to all 
Tito’s people to come to arms and start a revolution. It evokes the positivist modernist discourse of 
the socialist Yugoslavia marked by social mobility and all-way progress. The two songs also close 
the film in the same order, which in a way creates open-endedness and inspires a Yugophile 
sentiment.  
The last but not least reason why this film can be considered as alter-globalization film 
simply lies in its unusually uncritical stance towards a Cold War socialism and ‘fatal dimension of 
Tito’s dictatorship and its essential impact on (state-building) art’ (Jankovic, 2011). Instead, ‘the 
author chooses to tell the story in a bitter-sweet manner, accentuating nostalgic tone’ (Jankovic, 
2011). On the other hand, all other Eastern European countries implement an all-embracing revision 
of their post-WWII socialist history and made a consensus about the general public discourse on it. 
Namely, the socialist past is either criticized or mocked in films, and the period leaders keep the 
status of ‘resident evil’. As a result we can see today countless feature and documentary films from 
Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary that recycle the positivist idea of post-1989 transformations.  
The only exception in this regard can be Germany where certain authors have experimented with 
nostalgic feelings about every-day life in DDR.16 However, a state subsidized sympathetic biopic 
about Erich Honeker, for example, would certainly be out of question. Whether the reason for that is 
a censorship, disinterested spectatorship, lacking charisma or something else is a topic for another 
                                                 
14 I herewith refer to the screening of Cinema Komunisto at Sarajevo Film Festival on July 27, 2011.  
15 The song is written and performed by the U.S. indie band Cocorosie. I did not manage to find what inspired them to 
make the lyrics. However, my personal assumption is that the two Cocorosie ladies were influenced by famous Serbian 
performance artist Milena Abramovic, based in New York, whose most famous performances an video works were 
inspired by the tragic fate of her home country Yugoslavia.   
16 See Friedliche Zeiten (2008) by Neele Leana Vollmar, Goodbye Lenin (2003) by Wolfgang Becker or Lichter 
(2003) by Hans Christian Schmidt  
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paper. This project intends to conclude that in Serbia after almost two decades of oblivion of the 
socialist Yugoslavia, some emerging filmmakers decided to start their international career by 
heretical rehabilitating of forgotten story about “Yugoslav communism with human face” and its 
brand-like charismatic and non-aligned president Tito (Figure 10 and 11, Appendix 1).  
However, despite Yugonostalgic and contestation appeal of Cinema Komunisto, it is 
important to stress that history of Yugoslav cinema does not include only propaganda films and 
lucrative co-productions with Hollywood as Cinema Komunisto shows. For getting a clearer vision 
of Yugoslav idea in Yugoslav film, an interested reader must consult a corpus of deeply subversive 
New Wave Yugoslav films whose authors were often compelled to end up their filmmaking careers 
prematurely. Cinema Komunisto refers to them occasionally, but it comes out of blue and is followed 
by a jump cut to the main film narrative. The same thing is evident in Malagurski’s film as well. 
Talking about prosperous times of socialist Yugoslavia and its stable economy, Malagurski fails to 
mention in his film any inherent flaws of the pre-neoliberalization economic programmes.  
Hence, the article about Cinema Komunisto, published in Variety introduced the film as 
‘marvelously coherent tale that should travel far on the fest circuit’ but the author also explicitly 
stated skepticism that the film cannot be considered a fair account of Tito’s Yugoslavia saying that 
‘Turajlic ignores major filmmakers and studios that belie her thesis’ (Variety, 2011). Referring to the 
scene in which we see Orson Welles praising Marshall Tito, saying: “If one chooses to determine 
greatness in a man by leadership, it is a self-evident fact that Tito is the greatest leader on earth”, 
Dutch journalist Serge van Duijnhoven sarcastically asked Turajlic if it was after Welles had drunk 
one or several bottles of old Serbian slivovitz or Croatian stock (Duijnhoven, 2010). The journalist 
obviously suspected that Turajlic’s nostalgic picture of Yugoslavia rests on cinematic tricks that 
idealize Tito and Yugoslavia.  
On the other hand, the project author claim that by avoiding discussion about Yugoslavia’s 
downsides in their films, they do not intend to hush them and continue Tito’s propaganda. They 
rather want to show that the idea of Tito’s Yugoslavia also had a lot of strong points that have been 
neglected in the official discourse. “Instead of idealizing [nationalistic] leaders who brought nothing 
but suffering to the people, former Yugoslavs should look to the past and analyze how Yugoslav 
politicians were able to create a world political and economic power”(BM). Turajlic justifies the 
nostalgic tone of her film by saying that the purpose of Cinema Komunisto is protection of rich but 
forgotten and ignored cultural heritage of AVALA FILM studios (MT).  
Apart from participating at 40 renowned international film festivals and winning 15 awards 
in total, Cinema Komunisto is also on an extensive tour of Universities (Harvard, Yale, University of 
Michigan, University of London, SciencesPo, University of Geneva, etc.). Turajlic says “that she was 
most surprised by the interest for the film in US – American audiences really respond to the film, 
drawing parallels with their own country”. Malagurski’s film was also exhibited in numerous 
theatres throughout Australia, Canada, U.S. and Great Britain. “A lot of foreigners have come 
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forward to tell me that they are thankful that someone finally explained why Yugoslavia broke up in a 
language that they can understand” (BM). And right there lies the alter-globalization potential of 
these movies as well as their relevancy to the entire concept of contestation.  
 
Independent or Not? 
 
The analysis of the political economy of the four Serbian project films demonstrates that the 
level of their independency is different. Mila Turajlic from the very beginning wanted to get 
international funding for Cinema Komunisto, wishing to make the story appealing to the 
international audience. Although certain amount of the budget was ensured through crowd-funding 
and private investment (that is, independently), Turajlic spent 4 years collecting the rest of the 
money. The project was pitched as many as eight times over the years at various European pitching 
forums (Thessalonica, Leipzig, FIPA, Sofia Meetings, ZagrebDoc, etc.) and also presented at the 
Sunny Side of the Doc Market and the Best from the East Karlovy Vary Film Festival. It also got 
some TV pre-sales.  
The combination of so many film funds from different countries unavoidably triggered a lot 
of compromises. That also explains why Turajlic at one point gave up the idea of making a film about 
the birth, rise and unfortunate privatization of Avala Film studios and managed to overcome the local 
character of the film with an entertaining and alluring story about Tito as a cinephile and the idea of 
Yugoslavia in Yugoslav state cinema. The support of various European film funds opens the question 
of how much Turajlic’s had to fit into the normalization discourse, regarding the above discussed 
criteria of the European film funds when it comes to Eastern European projects. However, an 
adequate answer may come up only after wee see Turajlic’s next films and projects and put Cinema 
Komunisto in a timeline of her oeuvre. Currently, she is working “on a documentary about Serbia of 
the past twenty years” (MT). It will put her debut film in a new perspective, once it is released.  
 Malagurski’s film has more characteristic of an independent film. The information about 
20,000 USD collected through donations is transparent on Malgurski’s website that specifies all 
contributors and the amounts they donated. However, the material for the film was extensively 
acquired from Global Research Institute from Montreal, Canada, “an organization that fights 
globalization at every step” (BM). Its president Michael Chossudovsky, economics professor at the 
Ottawa University, to great extent focuses his academic work on the idea of responsibility the West 
bears for the break-up of Yugoslavia. He also appears in Malagurski’s film as one of the central 
interlocutors.  
The majority of donations also came from Serbian Diaspora in Australia and America that is 
very often infamous for their ultra-nationalistic attitudes. It is logical that they all expected from The 
Weight of Chains to be the film they would be proud of. Did Malgurski approach these people 
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because he had already shared the same attitudes with them? Did he modify his intended narrative 
after he had received the donations? Those are the questions that cannot be answered, at least not 
now. But the fact that he “continues to have good relations with them [Global Research Institute]” 
(BM), and that he keeps getting donations from Diaspora shows that he, at least to some extent, have 
satisfied their needs.  
On the other hand, although the film does well at the international Festivals and has recently 
“got licensed by Journeyman Pictures, an independent distribution company based in London that is 
now in charge of distributing the film to TV stations worldwide” (BM), at home it has a schizophrenic 
status. The Serbian state television refuses to broadcast the film whereas one prestigious Serbian film 
festival decided to remove the film from its official selection a night before the festival opening and 
without any notice. Malagurski speculates that it happened because of then Ministry of Culture 
belonged to a neoliberal and pro-free market parliamentary party G17+ that he severely criticized in 
the film (BM).  
 The other two Serbian films The Old School of Capitalism and From -18 To +30 are 
unambiguously independent. The budget of 30,000 USD that Zilnik invested in his film is the amount 
that an author of his reputation and years of service can always raise without a feeling of 
indebtedness. On the other hand, Ivan Zlatic (35) made his almost no-budget film through a private 
investment. All collaborators are, just like Zlatic, activists of the Serbian leftist organization Freedom 
Movement. The only grant they received was form Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung and they used it to buy 
a video camera.  
Privatization and Labor Unions  
 
Although an ardent critic of both Tito’s and Milosevic’s Yugoslavias, Zilnik got disillusioned 
very fast with what ensued after the democratic changes in the post-2000 Serbia and made a series of 
films about immigrants, effects of the EU visa regimes for Balkan countries and victims of the 
transition to free-market economy. In the Old School of Capitalism, he deals with the 
neoliberalization-driven struggles of once potent Yugoslav working class whose self-managed and 
socially-owned Yugoslav factories have been privatized. Zilnik’s characters in this movie are neither 
heroes nor revolutionaries. They are simply gullible victims of the mechanisms they are not able to 
discern. However, as a spectator you can neither reproach them nor empathize with them. You simple 
end up with the impression that it is much worse now than it used to be back then, in Yugoslavia.  
Whereas Zilnik follows his tragic-comic heroes with touches of entertainment and absurdity, 
in his recognizable fashion of the hybrid docudrama genre, Zlatic’s film, although it treats the same 
group of people, is a pure activism. Socially-owned companies were the nucleus and the backbone of 
the Yugoslav-type economy. They defer from the state-owned companies in other socialisms in a 
sense that the workers not only held shares in their factories but also played a crucial role in decision-
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making at all levels. Such companies also built residential buildings and other facilities for their 
employees (Bockmann, 2009). The Privatization Act that has been the core of the economic reforms 
in Serbia in the past ten years and the new Serbian Constitution do not recognize any more the 
category of socially-owned (Turajlic, 2012). Omission of this category made privatizations faster, but 
also a lot of social unrest and poverty, as seen in the movies by Zlatic and Zilnik. After too many 
irregular and corrupt privatizations, numerous workers remained jobless, deprived of social security 
and health insurance and practically in the street since the flats they live in are also sold to new 
private owners together with the factory.  
The post-2000 Serbian economy rests mainly on import and services, unlike the Yugoslav 
economy. Privatized real estates are often transformed into shopping malls and luxurious residential 
areas. The ex-workers of privatized factories are usually offered severance pay amounting from 2000 
to 5000 EUR (IZ, MS). In addition, the government often chooses to take side of the new post-
privatization owners.  
 In the discourse of so-called normalization mainstream Serbian media, the protests of 
workers who block the central Belgrade streets are described as “protests of lazy people who block 
the traffic out of boredom and who don’t know that the Berlin Wall fell”. (IZ).  
 Zlatic spent months with the protesters within the factory circles shooting them every day. 
Unlike the other project films, this film does not provide any wider context, however the film’s case 
study of the Trudbenik Construction Company transcodes the anti-globalization discourse that 
describes neoliberalization as relationship between ‘transition winners’ and ‘transition losers’ where 
the latter were treated like ‘waste people in totalitarian regimes’ (Popov, 2010).  
 In his previous film The Contract At the Detriment of the Third Party (2007), Zlatic 
followed a group of pro-active strikers who proved that they were not anachronous. They were an 
agent rater than a passive recipient of neo-liberal restructuring processes (Bieler, Lindberg & 
Sauerborn, 2010). Namely, their months long strikes compelled the Serbian Supreme Court to cancel 
the privatization of their still prosperous pharmaceutical company and even the European Court of 
Justice currently deals with identifying the criminal responsibility for that irregular privatization. “In 
that movie we wanted to show that the fight of workers is not a ‘remnant of communism’ and that the 
workers are not Stalinists as the neoliberal Serbian media are trying to present them.” (IZ, MS). In 
his first film, Zlatic wanted to demonstarte that Serbian EU integration is a desirable process but it 
does not necessarily have to be of ‘hard-core neoliberal character’ (IZ). He implied that all the 
desirable economic reforms in Serbia could also have a leftist character (IZ).   
 However, in From -18 to +30, he, as well as Zilnik in his film, follows the cluster of strikers 
and trade unions whose story is not a success. They spend days and nights in front of the Serbian 
Ministry of Economy, trying to enter it. This is the same building that Malagurski used 
iconographically used while talking about ‘the neoliberal party G17+ that, despite very law support at 
the elections, always remain in charge of the Ministry of Economy’ (BM) (Figure 12, Appendix 1). 
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They do not receive any salaries. They neglect their families. The climax of the film is when one 
striker passes away because he could not afford a necessary medical treatment.  
Zlatic’s discourse on Yugoslav rests on the inconvenience he creates among those Yugoslav 
spectators who tend to recollect with nostalgia the days of free education and free quality healthcare 
system. Furthermore, Zlatic in a refined manner also refers to the idea of ‘fraternity and unity’ among 
Yugoslav nations that was flesh and bone of ideology of Tito’s Yugoslavia. Namely, the deceased 
striker is Muslim and Zlatic travels to his native village in the region of Sandzak, predominantly 
populated by Muslims. This region is famous mostly for poverty and ethnic tensions that are frequent 
news in mainstream media. However, in Zlatic’s film there is no mention of that. Habib’s brother, 
although a Muslim priest, and Habib’s mother, although dressed in traditional Balkan Muslim 
clothes, talk about friendship and solidarity between their deceased brother and son and his fellow-
strikers in Belgrade. During the interview, they recall better times (socialist Yugoslavia) where 
common people worked, earned decent money and lived in peace with their neighbors. The 
impression Zlatic creates is that both Muslims and Serbs (read all Yugoslav nations) are not enemies 
to each other. The film conveys that they all have a common enemy they can defeat only united 
together. The implying message is that whereas in the past that enemy was Hitler or Stalin, (and 
Malagurski goes even further back in history, mentioning Austro-Hungarian emperors, and the 
Ottomans), now it is the neoliberal transition.  
In the end of Zlatic’s movie the strikers are not the winners in their fight against 
neoliberalization. Like in Zilnik’s film, they promise a lot in the beginning but in the end they act 
gullible, compromise and remain in the same vicious circle of ‘transitional losers’.  
It is difficult to speak about popularity of Zlatic’s movies and its presence in the media or 
film festivals because it is a small film that probably does not meet the minimal technical criteria of 
majority of film festivals. However, the fact that Zlatic is currently making his first feature film about 
the same topic and that the leftist organization he belongs to has networked with a Canadian 
organizations Global Balkan Network and Volotileworks that are about to release an internationally 
appealing story about Serbian transition (of symbolical title Transition), justify the analysis of his 
films in the context of this project.  
Eventually I conclude this project session with reflection on what differentiates the 
Serbian project films from each other. It is in fact the manner of conveying or implying the 
contestation. Contestation aspect of Zilnik’s film is more subtle and less aggressive in 
comparison to the other three authors. In all other three films, regardless of how much they 
differ from each other, spectators are totally made to sympathize with the victims (strikers, 
Avala Film, refugees, etc). On the other hand, Zilnik leaves the story open-ended. The usage 
of Joseph Biden is an emblematic example for that. While Boris Malagurski introduces him 
as an arch-nemesis of Yugoslavia and Serbia (Figure 14, Appendix 1), Zilnik couples the 
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scene where in 2009 then Serbian president Boris Tadic welcomes Biden in Belgrade with a 
scene where a neoliberalization-stricken worker, despite the plights that befallen him in the 
course of Serbia’s transition, believes that Baiden’s visit is the only thing that at a given 
moment may be of any help (Figure 13, Appendix 1). Unlike Turajlic’s tragic hero Leka, 
Zilnik heros do not surrender, regardless of how illusional their hopes are. Therefore, 
although The Old School of Capitalism make spectators recall that workers definitely lived 
better in the socialist Yugoslavia, it also, unlike the other project films, assures them that 
Yugoslavia is irreversibly lost, and that twenty years after the break-up of Yugoslavia, the 
only way to survive lies in grappling with the present, no matter how much capitalist it is. 
CONCLUSION   
 
The writing of this project reminded me of editing a real movie. The discursive units I 
decided to analyze – alter-globalization films required a lot of resourcefulness and innovativeness in 
terms of the analytical approach just like the editing of vast amount of shot material that shall be 
coherently compressed. Namely, I tried to approach the problem relying on different disciplines; 
sociology, political economy, film studies, history. The amalgamation of myriad perspectives helped 
me fill the gap created by the lack of any profiled scholarship about alter-globalization cinema.  
The lack of such scholarship signals that it may be too early for a more profound analysis of 
the Golden Era of Documentaries. However, I am prone to believe that the reason is that alter-
globalization films never fall into a single discipline or study field. And that an interested researcher 
must necessarily fish for pieces of relevant information throughout divergent fields. In line with that, 
to interpret contestation documentaries, one needs to be knowledgeable in more than one area.  
Alter-globalization documentaries usually appear out of collaboration among people of 
different intellectual backgrounds who decide to use their knowledge in an idiosyncratic way, by 
making engaged documentaries. That is proven by the analysis of the project movies. No project 
author, except for Mark Achbar, director of The Corporation, graduated from a film school. They all 
had worked as lawyers, philosophers, activists, political scientists, etc. before they embarked on 
filmmaking. And their filmmaking was not a sheer retraining. It came out of a genuine intention for 
communicating ideas that, according to them, may contribute to general betterment.  
Despite the above vagueness in the field, we cannot deny that certain North American film 
created some recognizable patterns and paradigms of contestation cinema. That realization was my 
starting point in researching the topic of this project. I also concluded that, despite global popularity 
of the North American films among diverse audiences, they also attract attention of filmmakers from 
other countries who sometimes try to follow the tested aesthetical and narrative patterns of their 
American colleagues in order to secure a wider spectatorship.  
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The case of Serbian documentaries demonstrates that in Serbia there is an emerging group of 
documentary filmmakers who think (however paradoxically it may sound in this context) globally. 
They crave for international audience, they want the world to hear their local stories and therefore 
they sometimes reach for conventional styles of alter-globalization films unofficially inaugurated 
already by Achbar’s Manufacturing Consent in 1993.  
Serbian alter-globalization films introduce an alluring utopia-like story epitomized in the 
form of once prosperous socialist Yugoslavia, whose notorious disintegration they mystify, neglect or 
revise. In that way, they fit into the general contestation trend, because the American films 
necessarily introduce some alternative economic systems against the neoliberal one they are living in. 
The communication that can be expected between the American and Serbian films now and in future 
is based on the hope on the part of Serbian filmmakers that the international audiences will 
understand their story if it is narrated in a recognizable way. As we saw above, some Serbian project 
movies already enjoy a significant international presence. On the other hand, the corpus of Serbian 
alter-globalization films will expend as early as nearest future (due to inexpensive digital cameras 
and the increasing number of the economic crisis-related topics), and there will be more material to 
be analyzed and draw more conclusions in some future studies about this topic.   
When I contacted people involved in production and promotion of The Corporation and The 
Yes Men Fix The World, asking them for an interview, they did not hide how pleasantly surprised 
they were.  During our pre-interview e-mail correspondence they were fascinated that somebody 
wanted to analyze their films in a scholarly manner, relating them to the documentary counterparts 
from some far-away part of the world. They said they were receiving countless e-mails on daily-
basis, but it was the first time they had been contacted in this context. They were willing to 
collaborate and contribute to this project from the very beginning of our communication, perceiving it 
as a new and unexpected mode of sharing their thoughts and ideas. Last but not least, they showed an 
interest for watching the Serbian documentaries and reading more about the background information 
on films. I hold that there lies the biggest contribution of this project.  
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APPENDIX 1 
 
  
 
FIGURE 1 – Screen shot from Cinema Komunisto  
 
 FIGURE 2 – The recurrence of discourses in the films supported by the Film Center Serbia. Transitional 
and neutral mainly stand for Serbian ‘normalization cinema’.   
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FIGURE 3 - Avala Film corridor lit by hand lantern after the government cut off the power (screen shot 
from Cinema Komunisto) 
 
 
 
FIGURE 4 – Reagan and Gorbachov in 1987. One of the images with which Malagurski anticipates 
neoliberalization and bloody disintegration of Yugoslavia (screen shot from The Weight of Chains) 
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FIGURE 5 – The IMF and WB Yugoslav economists who, according to Malagurski, were instructed by 
the West in 1989 to foster neoliberalization of Yugoslavia through privatizations (screen shot from The 
Weight of Chains) 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 6 - Manufacturing Consent (1992), visual presentation of New York Times column inches on 
atrocities perpetrated in Cambodia by ‘an official enemy’ (the right white line) and the atrocities in East 
Timor perpetrated by ‘an ally’ (the left white line)  
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FIGURE 7 –Michael Moore in the closing scene of The Corporation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 8 - Screen shot from Cinema Komunisto 
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FIGURE 9 - Screen shot from Cinema Komunisto 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 10 – The first US -Yugoslav co-production shot in Yugoslavia with AVALA FILM as a producer 
(Screen shot from Cinema Komunisto) 
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FIGURE 11 – A French producer, explaining why he decided to shoot Marco Polo in the AVALA FILM 
studios (Screen shot from Cinema Komunisto) 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 12 - Workers of privatized Trudbenik-Construction, striking in front of the Serbian 
Ministry of Economy (Screen shot from From  - 18 to +30) 
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FIGURE 13 – A striker reflecting on Joseph Biden’s official visit to Serbia in 2009 (Screen shot from The 
Old School of Capitalism) 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 14 –Joseph Biden’s speech at UN meeting in 1994 in which he classified Serbs as fascist and 
Yugoslav war as Serbian aggression (Screen shot from The Weight of Chains) 
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THE LIST OF SERBIAN PROJECT FILMS  
The Old School of Capitalism (2009) by Zelimir Zilnik  
 
The Old School of Capitalism is rooted in the first wave of workers revolts to hit Serbia since the 
advent of capitalism. Desperate workers bulldoze through factory gates and are devastated to discover 
the site looted by the bosses. Eccentrically escalating confrontations, including a melee with workers 
in football shoulder-pads and helmets and boss and his security force in bulletproof vests, prove 
fruitless. Committed young anarchists offer solidarity, take the bosses hostage. A Russian tycoon, a 
Wall Street trader and US VP Biden’s visit to Belgrade unexpectedly complicate events that lead 
toward a final shock. Along the way, the film produces an increasingly complex and yet unfailingly 
lively account of present-day, in fact, up-to-the-minute struggles under the misery-inducing effects of 
both local and global capital. 
 
The Weight of Chains (2010) by Boris Malagurski  
 
 
 
 
"The Weight of Chains" is a documentary film that takes a critical look at the role that the US, NATO 
and the EU played in the tragic breakup of Yugoslavia. The film, bursting with rare stock footage 
never before seen by Western audiences, is the author’s look at why the West intervened in the 
Yugoslav conflict, with an impressive roster of interviews with academics, diplomats, media 
personalities and ordinary citizens of the former Yugoslav republics.The film began with production 
in late 2009 in several cities throughout Canada including Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto, continued 
in early 2010 in the United States - Columbus, Dayton, New York and Washington, and was finalized 
in the Summer of 2010 in Slovenia - Ljubljana; Croatia - Vukovar, Djakovo, Jasenovac, Zagreb, 
Gospic, Knin; Bosnia-Herzegovina - Sarajevo, Trebinje; Serbia - Belgrade, Subotica and Kosovo - 
Kosovska Mitrovica, Trepca, Pristina, Orahovac, Prizren and Strpce.  
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Cinema Komunisto (2010) by Mila Turajlic   
 
 
Cinema Komunisto is a nostalgic and masterfully documented reminder about once prosperous state-
run film production company AVALA FILM from Belgrade. Before 1992, thanks to AVALA FILM, 
Yugoslavia had held the second place in Europe (second only to UK) regarding the number of 
international film co-productions thereby ensuring plenty of jobs, investments and turnover. Narrating 
the history of AVALA FILM, from its establishment in 1946 to its present privatization-related 
demise, Mila Turajlic in fact provides a critical history of Serbia’s present marked by country’s 
transition from socialism to liberal capitalism. In other words, Cinema Komunisto shows that it is the 
present that provides the facts from Serbia’s past with their meaning.      
 
From -18 to + 30 (2011) by Ivan Zlatic  
 
 
From -18 to +30 is a documentary film about the strike and protest of the workers at the freshly 
privatized Serbian building-construction company TRUDBENIK GRADNJA that once was one of 
the leading sub-contractors in the non-aligned movement member states and elsewhere in the world. 
In the early fall 2011 the one-and-a-half-year-long labor protest of the workers of TRUDBENIK 
GRADNJA was finalized. The traffic on the central Belgrade streets was therefore normalized. 
However, the author of the film asks whether the transitional trauma is finalized as well.  
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BIOGRAPHIES OF THE AUTHORS  
 
Zelimir Zilnik  
 
   www.zilnikzelimir.net       
 
Želimir Žilnik (born in Niš in 1942; currently living and working 
in Novi Sad) has written and directed numerous feature and 
documentary films which have reaped many awards at domestic 
and international film festivals. Žilnik is renowned as an initiator 
of the "docudrama" genre. From the very beginning his films have 
focused on contemporary issues, featuring social, political and 
economic assessments of everyday life. Žilnik spent the mid-
seventies in Germany, where he produced and made seven 
documentaries and one feature film, Paradise (1976). These films 
were amongst the first ever to concern themselves with the foreign 
workforce in Germany, and they continue to be shown to this day 
at various retrospectives and symposiums. 
Turning to independent film and media production in the nineties, 
he went on to make a series of feature and documentary films 
centering around the cataclysmic events befalling the Balkans. In 
2005 his film Marble Ass won the prestigious "Teddy Award" at 
the Berlinale. 
 
 
Boris Malagurski  
 
www.weightofchains.com 
 
Born in Subotica, Yugoslavia in 1988. In 2005, Boris immigrated 
to Canada. His film "The Canada Project" (2005) won Best Film at 
the First Take International Student Film Festival in Toronto, and 
was shown on Serbian National Television several times. Kosovo: 
Can You Imagine? (2009) was Malagurski's first political 
documentary which won him a Silver Palm at the Mexico 
International Film Festival, Best Film at the BC Days 
Documentary Film Festival in Vancouver and was broadcasted on 
Russia's first all-digital English-language TV channel Russia 
Today. In 2011.  Malagurski moved to Belgrade, Serbia where he 
is currently working on two films The Weight of Chains 2 and 
Belgrade by Malagurski. Boris owns and runs the film production 
house Malagurski Cinema.    
 
 
 
Mila Turajlic  
 
 
Born in Belgrade, Serbia in 1979. Mila holds Master in Politics 
and International Relations, London School of Economics. She 
says for herself that she took the long road to being a documentary 
filmmaker and that she is on the run from political activism and 
mind-numbing academia. She converted to filmmaking in the 
belief that art will always be more subversive than politics. She 
gave contribution to the birth of the “Magnificent 7 Festival” in 
Belgrade. She runs and owns the film production house Dribbling 
Pictures. Currently lives and works in Belgrade.   
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www.cinemakomunisto.com 
Ivan Zlatic 
 
www.pokret.net       
 
 
Born in Cacak, Serbia, in 1975. Graduated from the Faculty 
of Philosophy at the University of Belgrade. As a journalist, 
author and filmmaker Ivan have been covering the activities 
of workers and small shareholders in transitional countries 
for more than ten years. As an activist of the association 
called Freedom Movement ( www.pokret.net), he has taken 
part in organizing support for the strikers of numerous once 
prosperous state-run companies that are dying out under the 
privatization. Ivan lives and works in Belgrade.  
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THE LIST OF NORTH AMERICAN PROJECT FILMS  
The Corporation (Canada, 2003) by Mark Achbar, Joel Bakan and Jennifer Abbott 
In the mid-1800s the corporation emerged as a legal "person
Imbued with a "personality" of pure self-interest, the next 1
years saw the corporation's rise to dominance. The corporati
created unprecedented wealth but at what cost? The remorsele
rationale of "externalities" (as Milton Friedman explains, t
unintended consequences of a transaction between two part
on a third) is responsible for countless cases of illness, dea
poverty, pollution, exploitation and lies. Among the 
interview subjects in the film are CEOs and top-level executiv
from a range of industries: oil, pharmaceutical, computer, ti
manufacturing, public relations, branding, advertising a
undercover marketing; in addition, a Nobel-prize winni
economist, the first management guru, a corporate spy, and
range of academics, critics, historians and thinkers are al
interviewed. 
To assess the "personality" of the corporate "person," the authors employ a checklist, using diagnostic criteria of t
World Health Organization and the standard diagnostic tool of psychiatrists and psychologists. According to them, t
operational principles of the corporation give it a highly anti-social "personality": it is self-interested, inherently amor
callous and deceitful; it breaches social and legal standards to get its way; it does not suffer from guilt, yet it can mim
the human qualities of empathy, caring and altruism. The authors also employ four case studies to demonstrate ha
that corporations make to workers, human health, animals and the biosphere. Concluding this point-by-point analysis
disturbing diagnosis is delivered: the institutional embodiment of laissez-faire capitalism fully meets the diagnos
criteria of a "psychopath."  
The Yes Men Fix The World (USA, 2009) by Andy Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno   
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The film consists of a several pranks on major corporatio
and governmental agencies that are performed by An
Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno (in real life Jacques Servin 
Igor Vamos) who fancy themselves serious anti-globalizati
activists. 
The two pose as executives from Exxon, Dow Chemic
Halliburton and the H.U.D. They give faux corpor
interviews pretending to be DOW executives in which th
supposedly announce setting up a $12 billion fund for t
victims of the 1984 Bhopal disaster that killed 1,773 peop
The BBC fell for this prank and aired the faux interview. Th
caused DOW's stock plummet. The film heroes celebrate th
power, but fail to realize that most of DOW's stock is held 
pension funds; in other words, regular working class retire
The dynamic duo conveniently found a few such victims w
claimed to enjoy the hoax and its impact on DOW’s stock.   
 
 
 
 
BIOGRAPHIES OF THE AUTHORS  
 
 
 
Andy Bichlbaum and 
Mike Bonanno  
theyesmenfixtheworld.co
m 
 
A former Maxis employee, Andy Bichlbaum was fired after secretly adding code 
into the game SimCopter that would cause sprites of males in swimming trunks 
kissing each other to appear on certain dates. This was not discovered until after 
the game had been published. The resulting media storm, which Bichlbaum says 
he didn't expect, inspired him to start RTMark, a bulletin board for similar 
actions, but whose goal was to get attention for under-reported issues.He teaches 
as an Assistant Professor of Communication, Design, and Technology in the 
School of Art, Media, and Technology at Parsons The New School for Design in 
New York City.  
Mike Bonanno graduated from the University of California, San Diego. As a 
student he organized a student group called Guerrilla Theater of the Absurd 
which performed and documented so-called ‘culture-jamming’ acts of protests. 
Today he works as a multimedia artist, teaches media arts and is also a co-
founder of RTKMark.  
 
 
 
 
March Achbar, Joel 
Boka, Jennifer Abbott 
 
Achbar is a graduate of Syracuse University's Fine Arts Film Program. He started 
his career in independent media, working in many capacities on films, videos and 
books on issues ranging from nuclear lunacy, poverty, and East Timor, to the 
media, U.S. hegemony and corporate power. 
With Peter Wintonick, Achbar co-directed and co-produced Manufacturing 
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www.thecorporation.co
m 
Consent: Noam Chomsky and the Media, which was, until the release of The 
Corporation Canada's all-time, top-grossing feature documentary. Achbar’s 
companion book to the film hit the national best-seller list in Canada. 
Achbar collaborated with editor Jennifer Abbott to create Two Brides and a 
Scalpel: Diary of a Lesbian Marriage, a low-budget video diary by the couple 
known as Canada's first legally married lesbians. In 1997, Achbar initiated a 
project titled The Corporation with author and University of British Columbia 
law professor Joel Bakan. Bakan wrote the film and book, while Achbar directed, 
produced and executive-produced the film. Jennifer Abbott joined the team as 
editor and co-director in 2000.  
 
 
 
 
